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ANALYSIS

P

UBLIC DISCUSSION of current confusion in the command
of the West must afford even more amusement than comfort
to the Soviet leaders, who do not believe in revealing either their
plans, or their dissensions until an opponent or a colleague gets
shot. The last uproar of this kind was touched off by FieldMarshal Montgomery in a public speech, and was finally reduced
to some clarity by Mr. Dulles at a press conference. The FieldMarshal remarked that atomic weapons would be used by the
West in the next war ; which seemed no more than a plain statement
of an obvious fact. This, however, led to extravagant complaints
from the usual circles, that button happy generals were free to
push the button that could release hydrogen bombs against the
cities of both sides ; a sad decline, in the view o f old soldiers,
from the days when generals had an honest and legitimate interest
in buttons. Mr. Dulles was the first to introduce into the muddled
turmoil which ensued some attempt at a d ear definition between
the tactical and strategic use of nuclear weapons in the days to
come. He thereby made a contribution to common-sense which
was by no means his first, and laid an official foundation for clear
thinking on the subject.
It was at once objected that if nuclear weapons were used at all,
it would in practice be impossible to distinguish between their
strategic and tactical employment, and that massive retaliation
by hydrogen bombs would follow even a limited use of atomic
weapons on a fighting front. The argument of the lamenting
Left, which stretched from the New Statesman to the usual pink
inter-parties, was not very clearly stated, but this seemed to be the
gist o f the confused noises which emerged. It is a subject which
should be discussed with a concentrated seriousness, for even
the lightest head should be steadied by the imminence of the
hydrogen bomb. Is it really then impossible to introduce some
clear thinking, and some preliminary definitions, into this complex
problem ? Without clear thought and definition we can never
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have the precision in orders, and the exactitude in organisation,
which alone can avoid muddle ; and muddle this time can mean
death, not only of individuals but of the civilisation.
Three Principles in the Use of Nuclear Weapons:
Tactical
The use of nuclear weapons in war is a problem that in principle
can be divided into three parts. The first is the tactical employment
of weapons on a fighting front in the form of atomic artillery, and
the short range bombing of enemy forces, such as troop or tank
concentrations. Already this development is imposing fresh
thinking on staff officers and is leading inevitably to a principle of
greater dispersion, with a consequent revolution in tactics. This
is essentially a military problem, and need have little or nothing
to do with the civilian population outside the immediate fighting
zone. It is not impossible to define a difference between tactical
and strategic bombing, but, in advance, it may not be desirable
to lay down an exact definition ; because such a clarification
would inform an enemy how far back he should hold his reserves
in order to concentrate them with impunity. In principle the
difference between attacking troops near a fighting front and
bombing great cities remote from the immediate theatre of opera
tions is certainly clear. In practice each side will know that any
departure from tactical bombing at the front in favour o f strategic
bombing in the rear will bring immediate retaliation. Neither
side will begin, because neither side will risk the strategic bombing
of their cities with hydrogen bombs. The restraining fears which
inhibited the use of gas in the last war will be present with far
greater intensity ; it is idle any longer to argue that once war
begins there is no limit to the weapons and methods employed,
because much evidence to the contrary is now available.
Propaganda should march shoulder to shoulder with military
measures in the next war, far more even than in the last. Over
the radio it should be possible to inform an enemy (and world
opinion, which in modern struggle has even greater importance)
that our attacks would be confined to troop concentrations, but
that instant retaliation would follow an attack on our cities. It
should be possible, even at this stage, to define the fighting areas,
once the shape of the combat was clear. In addition, if the modern
theory be valid, that a curtain of fire can be put down by atomic
weapons which nothing can pass through, it does not much matter
4
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if troop concentrations do take place behind i t ; the point is what
happens when they advance into it. It might, therefore, be possible
even to define in advance of war what is the depth of the fighting
zone on any potential battle front, and to notify the enemy that
any bombing outside it would bring massive retaliation. We
should then achieve an exact definition between the tactical and
strategic uses of modern weapons, and the civilian populations
would be protected by mutual fear of hydrogen bombs on cities.
In many respects their position would be better than in the last
war ; bombing to break the will of civilians would be out. (The
chief difficulty about this line o f reasoning is that, by protecting
civilian populations, we risk once more making war safe for
politicians, and thus weaken the factors at present restraining their
usual vanity, petulance and irascibility.)
Strategic

The second part of the problem has long been familiar : the
attack upon cities with the hydrogen bomb in “ massive
retaliation ” upon an enemy for the launching o f a war, or, when
war has begun, the strategic bombing of his main supply centres —
which in practice are civilian areas — to destroy his war potential.
The prospects of such a war appear to be now so terrible that we
are unlikely to have a war at all. The possibility that any
substantial war, any big clash of established military forces, may
end in world destruction, is now so imminent that the launching
o f a war is too risky a venture for sane men to undertake. It is
far more likely that we are entering. the age of the “ paralysed
giants ” as far as orthodox military forces are concerned. The
struggle will almost certainly continue, but in a primarily political
form which, on Soviet initiative, will finally traverse the border
line between politics and violence in the shape of civil rather than
international war ; the outcome will depend more on a supreme
idea than on a supreme force. But to confine the struggle to this
relatively safe area — where wit will be even more decisive than
weapons — it is plain that we must have the weapons to make
ordinary war too dangerousNfor the enemy.
We are assured by various high authorities that the West has
at present a long lead in nuclear weapons ; and, by reason of the
greater concentration of scientific ability and productive capacity
on our side, it is likely that this statement is now true and that this
situation will continue into the future. It is contended that the
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concentrated cities of the West are so much more vulnerable than
the great spaces o f Russia and China that our advantage is more
than counterbalanced. This was probably true in the early
development o f nuclear fission, but the Soviets did not then possess
these weapons. It appears reasonably certain that, now, or in the
very near future, hydrogen bombs, with some additional devices,
can deal death in the great areas o f Russia and China just as
effectively as in the crowded islands o f G reat Britain. In fact,
modern weapons can now wipe o u t life on both sides. We are all
in the same boat, and the sea is rough. T hat is why mankind
must put aside childish things and grow up in a hurry.
Unless we all go mad, this means in practice that strategic bombing
is out. It also makes unlikely even limited wars with nuclear
weapons on a fighting front, because o f the fear that they may
extend ; although it is practical, as we argue above, to define
the limits of such wars, and it is desirable' to do so in case such
wars occur, and muddle brings' w hat no man wills. In strange
paradox, the possession o f such weapons by b o th sides can give
mankind immunity from war, as was stated recently by the Prime
Minister and suggested in The European Situation some five years
back.
Surprise
The.third aspect of the problem has not yet been defined with
any great precision, and consequently remains a considerable
danger. The prospect of a new Pearl H arbour on a far greater
scale has been generally discussed, but it is doubtful whether the
full possibilities are yet realised and met by definite plans. It is
vaguely stated that an enemy may gain a considerable advantage
by surprise attack with the weapons o f the present ; the full
implications of such an assault with the weapons o f the immediate
future do not seem to be faced. It may before long be possible
to knock out an opposing civilisation with a single blow. Let us
remember that hope of swift victory in the minds o f reckless men
has been the main cause o f war throughout the ages. It can be
argued that however great may be the chances of initial advantage,
the enemy will be deterred by inevitable retaliation ; the great
deterrent will still be working. Will it ? Can we be sure, without
taking further measures ? It is assumed that Russia is ringed
by military bases and that a counter-blow can always be delivered
(once the present public and illuminating discussion, concerning
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who shall deliver the order for a counter attack, is settled to the
satisfaction o f the politicians, the generals, U.N.O., U.N.E.S.C.O.,
the Press Lords, Mrs. Roosevelt, the Kabaka, and the Y.M.C.A.).
Can we be so sure in the near future that a combination of hydrogen
bombs and the tactics which can be summarised in the compendious
term Skorzenyism, will not put all these bases out of action together
with the statesmen, generals or committees responsible for giving
the order for counter attack ; particularly if the weighty names
of all concerned have been well advertised to assure public opinion
that nothing will be done in too much of a hurry. Is there not
some risk of a stoat and rabbit act on a gigantic scale ? We know
nothings of the technics of this matter beyond what has been
published in the newspapers, but it must be clear to anyone who
thinks at all that such risks will soon exist. It will be equally clear
to anyone who has experience of our present machinery of govern
ment that it will be very difficult to get these risks faced in time.
We are entering a range of possibilities which are right outside
normal military calculations and conventional thinking.
The question of command — who gives the order ?
Any clarity of thinking in the first two parts of the problem should
enable definitions and orders to be precise. But the third part of
the problem requires some original thinking. It is surely plain
that generals must be given the power to use nuclear weapons in
the tactical sphere to resist a military attack. If a responsible
commander is satisfied that his forces are the object of a full-scale
attack he must have authority to put down a curtain o f fire to
stop i t ; speed in decision is vital, and if he is not fit for that
decision he is not fit for his job. It is equally clear that responsible
governments alone should give the order for strategic bombing
outside the area which has been previously defined as the fighting
front, whether publicly or in private instructions to a military
commander. Any measure of “ massive retaliation ” should rest
in the hands of governments, alone. That vague term should also
be reduced to the concrete meaning of a retaliation for strategic
bombing in a great war within the heartlands. Hydrogen bombs
should never be used against cities in a loss of temper on account
of losing some small peripheral war ; such hasty action could turn
a small incompetence into a great disaster.
So the first two parts of the problem should not be incapable of
definition ; tactics for the soldiers and strategy for the statesmen.
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When strategy means an exchange o f hydrogen bombs on cities
it cannot be left entirely to the soldiers ; while governments are
there they must be concerned with the end o f civilisation.
The third factor — retaliation must be certain
The far harder problem remains : how can we for ever remove
from the minds o f audacious and unscrupulous men the wild hope
that modern science will enable them at a single blow to destroy
their opponents and to impose the w orld dominion o f their creed.
We revert to the thinking which was begun in our last issue. The
only safety is the knowledge o f the enemy th a t in any event the
counter attack will be delivered, and that he too will be destroyed ;
this third factor becomes a necessity. Finally, a force must exist,
under a command which can be completely trusted, that only
enters the battle when all is lost ; and in that strange paradox
can reside the ultimate safety o f mankind. It must be a force
under a command which can be trusted to strike when, and not
before, a surprise blow has destroyed its own civilisation. Its
personnel and its location will be concealed, but its existence will
be duly notified to the world in general and the enemy in particular.
All weapons and all methods will be used by that force in the final
act o f retaliation. So the enemy will know that no surprise attack
can avail him anything, however decisive its effect; he too will die.
Fantastic is it ? N ot so fantastic as the world o f tom orrow — not
so fantastic as the world o f today would have appeared to the
world o f yesterday.
b M r. Kingsley M artin’s Muddle the Recipe for Panic ?
The situation changes constantly. All this thinking will be
jejeune when air attack depends on guided missiles rather than on
aeroplanes. They will not need large and easily identifiable aero
dromes; they will easily be concealed, and the counter-attack can,
then, always be delivered with certainty. The danger we have men
tioned arises before that point is reached. After th a t a new danger
may occur. If one side has the means to intercept guided missiles
before the other, the advantage will shift decisively in its favour. It
is unlikely that life will become tranquil in the immediate future.
Creative thought, balanced judgm ent, the capacity for rapid decision
and energetic action will be increasingly necessary. In the interval
let us face the immediate situation with calm, and with such clarity as
we possess.
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We are, none of us, outside official circles, armed with sufficient
facts to discuss this subject with the precision it deserves, though
official indiscretion and the licence of the press have probably
told the public many things that would be useful to an enemy.
It should, however, be possible to discuss the matter with some
sense on the published facts. The New Statesman and Nation
made a most characteristic contribution in its issue of 18th December.
The title of that article was “ Mirage in the Waste Land ” : the
mirage, we gathered, was any hope of resisting Russia in the waste
land which would be Britain if we did not immediately surrender
to any Russian demand. The breathless sentences of agonised
apprehension tumbled over each other, “ should the politicians
have their say before the soldiers put into effect those ' defence ’
plans which would, within twenty-four hours, bring Russian thermo
nuclear retaliation and the destruction o f the civilisation they are
commissioned to defend ? . . . against the almost unanimous
advice o f American atomic scientists, headed by Dr. Robert
Oppenheimer — Mr. Truman decided to go ahead with the manu
facture of the h-bomb . . . it was decided to equip the weak N.A.T.O.
forces in Europe with atomic tactical w eapons. . . in the race for
the h-bomb the Russians had proved themselves at least the equals
o f the Americans in technological efficiency. . . and within a few
years they will be capable of dropping these bombs in any part
of the Western world, including North America___ In 1954 —
despite four years of exorbitantly expensive rearmament — the
Atlantic Powers are virtually defenceless.. '.. The scientific
Magjnot Line has been tu rn ed .. . . Highly industrialised nations
with huge concentration of population in their cities and complex
transportation networks are infinitely more vulnerable to atomic
attack than the vast, underdeveloped areas of Russia and C hina, . .
the Western Powers are themselves threatened by the weapons
they have developed more acutely than their potential enemies . . .
the tactical use of atomic weapons in Europe might — indeed
would — bring instant retaliation against the huge connurbations
o f Britain and Western Europe. . . . the net effect of the arms race
initiated by all the N.A.T.O. Powers in 1950 has been to shift
the balance of military power decisively in favour of the U .S.S.R .. . .
As long as the rearmament race proceeds, the balance is likely to
shift further and further in favour of the Russians.”
What are we to understand in the lesson of all this except that
we must lie down before almighty Russia and beg for mercy ?
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What can it mean except that any resistance even by land armies
to the march of Russia to possess all Europe, and these islands,
can only end in disastrous defeat and the destruction of Britain ?
We reply that the facts set out by Mr. Kingsley Martin are not true.
Free men and brave men would prefer death to abject surrender ;
but in fact the dilemma does not arise. We invite any reader who
has followed the facts published in the press to study our foregoing
analysis in conjunction with this article and to judge for themselves.
What, then, is the purpose of an article like “ Mirage in the Waste
Land ” ? Is it still further to muddle Mr. Kingsley M artin’s
middle-brow public with a confusion of pseudo-technical jargon
and contradictory dogmatism until they will accept anything from
Russia ? Is muddle, well stirred with hysteria, the recipe for
panic ? Does Mr. Kingsley Martin wish, on false premises, to
induce the unconditional surrender of this country to Russia ?
We do not believe so for a moment.. We believe that Mr. Kingsley
Martin’s muddle is entirely honest, and quite complete. As for
the disarmament conference at which he clutches as a drowning
man grasps for a straw, we have long advocated a disarmament
conference, but on very different grounds and from a very different
approach. Mr. Kingsley M artin would enter a disarmament
conference with our alleged weakness declared in advance to a
ruthless and fanatical foe : we on the other hand would enter a
disarmament conference with our strength proved in advance by
an effective measure of Western rearmament. In the meantime
we do not for one moment believe that the Russians will provoke
an exchange of hydrogen bombs, because the West, at least for
some time ahead, will have a considerable superiority.
Where do we Fight in the East, and' what for ?

Our old question, where do we fight in the East and what for,
remains unanswered. America defined her position clearly in re
lation to Formosa by a formal treaty. A nd if military opinion
holds that Formosa is a vital link in the island chain for the defence
of Australia, and the Pacific position of America, she was right to
do so. Another prime cause o f war in the past has been dubiety :
aggression has begun because it was not certain who would resist
it.
None has recently emphasised this fact more than the demo
cratic circles of Britain whose past policies contributed so much
to these fatal doubts. However, the lesson is not yet learnt, and
after many confused and evasive statements it must be left to Old
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Moore’s Almanac to discover whether or not Britain will fight with
America if Formosa is attacked. Clarity entered the shrouded
scene for a moment with the dropping of a resounding brick on
American television by a Junior Minister. From the hen roost
on the corner o f the Horse Guards Parade came the flustered
flapping o f wet wings ; the Foreign Office issued a communique
which left matters even more doubtful than before, and the rest
was silence.
India, Nehru and Communism

N ot even America has clearly defined her position in relation to
India. In our issue of June 1953 we noted the warning o f Mr.
Chester Bowles, American Ambassador to India : “ Soviet Russia,
temporarily blocked in Europe, is likely to concentrate heavily
on Asia in the next few years, with India as the logical number
one target ” . He added that the “ Indian chances for survival as
an independent country friendly to the United States are only
slightly better than fifty-fifty ”. We asked at the time whether
America and England would fight for India, who would not fight
for them. But we noted that they were unlikely to be given the
opportunity for such a clear-cut decision, as the communists would
reckon that India would fall into their hands by internal revolution
as the Indian government failed to meet its economic problems :
“ Military intervention by Britain and America will then be
represented as a brutal aggression of external capitalists to suppress
the people’s will
Since then the situation has developed even
more rapidly than was anticipated. Some eighteen months later,
on the 9th November last, the News Chronicle, which has never
been unfriendly to Nehru or his government, published a very
striking report on the deterioration of the economic situation, the
growth of communism and the adroitness of communist propa
ganda. The nearest approach to positive action by the West is
a discussion of considerable loans by America to India as part
of the general plan for Asian economic assistance on the lines of
the Colombo proposal. We have frequently insisted that such
loans, without some assurance that the position can be held, merely
means the equipping of a country with American money for handing
over to communism. Can Nehru, or the withering Congress
Party, hold the position in view of their long record of incapacity ;
must not any loan be considered as a Western present to communism
unless it is accompanied by the emergence of a realist movement in
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India which is capable of meeting and defeating communist propa
ganda on its own ground ? Some reappraisal, agonising or agree
able, is needed before good money is thrown after a bad experience.
Mr. Nehru’s Anglo-Asian conference will no doubt add to the
difficulties of what is left of the British Empire ; the proposed
preliminary visit by Sir Anthony Eden is likely to do little more
than remind the world that Britain still has something left to
evacuate. It is too much to hope that he might suggest to Mr.
Nehru that India’s present position of drawing the benefits, but
refusing the obligations, within the Commonwealth, should be
sufficient, without playing too active a part in the break-up o f the
club to which it is supposed to belong. A t present it is difficult
to see why a communist India, with frontiers sealed by an effective
defence area of the sea and the Arabian lands, would be a much
greater menace to the interests of the West, than an India whose
agents, in the guise o f friendship-, and partnership, are free to
penetrate everywhere in the cause o f disruption. We have little
doubt which situation the Soviets would prefer in the immediate
future ; a stalking horse is sometimes more useful than a charger.
If the railways were syndicated ?
At last everyone knows, or should know, that nationalisation
does not work; the mandarin system of state socialism has failed.
The only alternative is syndicalism in developed industries in com
bination with a very free private enterprise in less developed indus
tries; the system of European Socialism. Suppose the railways were
syndicated, or worker-owned, instead o f nationalised. The
situation would not have deteriorated to the point o f strike before
any suggestion to modernise the railways was taken seriously.
The worker-owners would long ago have realised that not only their
profits but their jobs were in jeopardy, because they would have
been right up against the problem. They would have insisted both
on modernising the equipment and on discarding redundant labour
in order to put theirconcernonan economic basis; no one would be
so ruthless in telling the superfluous to find other jobs as the workers
who had to carry them. In any case they would not have struck
against themselves with the only possible result of losing their wages
immediately, their profits later, and ultimately their occupation if
they persisted. The. answer of the community to any exorbitant
price demands from the railways would be simple: put your house
in order so that you can pay fair wages to yourselves and give fair
service at a reasonable price to the rest o f us, o r other forms of
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transport will take over and put you out of business. Any syndi
c a t e d industry in which the men had a real stake would take very
good care not to fall behind into an uneconomic inefficiency. A new
and healthy competition would develop between syndicalised indus
tries, and also between such industries and private enterprise ;
the life blood of industry would circulate again. Personal interest
would return, and collective individualism in long established indus
tries would follow the old creative individualism in new industries.
When their livelihood depended upon efficiency, the workers would
seek 4s managers men accustomed to do things rather than those
accustomed to prevent things being done. (Sir Brian Robertson
found it was easier to ban books in Germany than to run railways
in Britain, easier to be a mandarin than an organiser, a denier rather
than a doer.)
To all of this it may be objected that the railways have to be kept
going, that they cannot pay fair wages without taxing the commu
nity or raising prices to many other industries, and the travelling
public, whom they serve; therefore, whether they are nationalised
or syndicalised, they must be subsidised, or the workers will go
to other industries and the railways will close down. This argument
is much too ingenuous; we do not believe for a moment that it is
impossible so to organise the railways that they can pay fair wages
and serve the public at fair prices. They would need re-equipment;
we suggest the money could be raised on a debenture basis from the
investing public, once efficiency was restored. If the worker-owners
then failed to make the railways pay, they would revert to private
enterprise when the debenture holders foreclosed. But we do not
believe that those who have worked their whole life on the railways
would want to go to other jobs without a real struggle to save their
own business, and we do believe that they would find and employ
managers efficient enough to do it. If it be really true that the rail
ways are such an obsolete form of transport that they cannot pay
fair wages and charge fair prices, they should close down in favour
o f road development, sea and air transport, and new systems like
overhead monorails. If stage coaches had been nationalised a
century ago should we still be subsidising them for the benefit of
the directing mandarins at the expense o f modern industry and to
th e detriment of modern transport ? The old must in time make way
for the new, but sound concerns must not suffer a premature death
through the mandarin management o f state socialism. We must
thaw this frozen system into new life.
EUROPEAN.
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RUSSIA AND THE WEST
by ALEXANDER RAVEN

I

N A RECENT analysis I drew attention to the large measure
of common ground between the highly diverse philosophies
of history of Karl Marx and Oswald Spengler. Both are agreed
that the present order o f society in the West must collapse into a
materialist determinism, which the one regards with soaring optim
ism as an earthly millenium, while the other deplores the outcome
with grim pessimism as the “ Decline of the West
The gravest danger that now faces European civilisation is
the acceptance of one or other of these philosophies — both of
which imply the liquidation o f the existing cultural order and its
replacement by a proletarian materialism negating all higher values
in a drab uniformity. It makes little difference whether this out
come is welcomed by Leftists as an inevitable “ liberation ” o f the
“ exploited ” masses, or denounced by the Right as a degradation
of human, freedom which they trust will outlive their time. The
fact that both Left and Right tend to accept this trend o f the times
as inevitable is an abdication of the human spirit.
Meanwhile the “ Decline o f the West ” has proceeded so far
that the predominance o f European cultural values in the world
is very rapidly coming to an end. Other and quite distinct cultural
systems are emerging once more to influence world history, as they
have done in the past. This new development greatly complicates
the world situation, rendering the simple M arxist “ determinism ”
hopelessly out of date.
Even accepting the Marxist linear development from Feudalism
through Capitalism to Communism, we have to face the fact that
different peoples in various parts o f the world are at different
stages in social development, and thus must inevitably react differ
ently to their historic destiny. So long as the Western cultural
system dominated the world, a linear development along Marxist
or Spenglerian lines was conceivable, but this is no longer possible
to-day.
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Indeed, one of the most important facts to grasp in the present
situation is that Russia itself is one of the independent cultural
systems which is taking advantage of the decline of the West to
establish itself as a separate and distinct entity. This explains the
paradox that Marx looked upon Russia as essentially reactionary
and the last place on earth where he ever imagined Communism
would succeed, as, in his time, Russia had not yet emerged from the
Feudal state of society and was in no way ripe for a revolt against
Capitalism, which barely existed there.
The existence of an independent Russian cultural system was
grasped not only by Dostoevsky but by the obscure writer Nikolai
Danilevsky who produced a treatise as long ago as 1869, in which
he stressed the incompatibility of European and Russian civiliza
tions, claiming that the former was in decline and the latter in the
ascendant. In this he traced European civilisation to Rome and
Russian civilisation to Byzantium, showing that the latter was
younger and more vigorous than the effete, out-worn system of
Western Europe.
This confirms the theocratic concept that Moscow is the “ Third
Rome,” as Dostoevsky maintained, carrying on the tradition
unbroken of the imperial authority o f the first Rome through the
Byzantian emperors to the Russian Tsars who adopted the Roman
title on the fall of Constantinople at the end of the fifteenth century.
The fact that we now have Red “ Tsars ” does not alter the theo
cratic nature of the Russian system with its heresy trials and un
bending orthodoxy.
Yet, when we apply <the Spenglerian analysis to this concept o f
Russia as a new and independent cultural system, we arrive a t a
very different conclusion than the “ progressive ” assumption that
Russia represents the last stage of degeneration o f European
civilisation — which Danilevsky (and Dostoevsky) would have
repudiated with indignation. On the contrary, when viewed with
European eyes, Russia represents a very primitive cultural stage
in which absolute centralised authority is wedded to an all-powerful
theocratic orthodoxy completely intolerant o f all opposition.
Nothing like this has been known in Europe since the days of
the Papal ascendancy, and already it is only possible to discuss
Russian affairs intelligently in theocratic terms. It is only when
one realises that Tito is an “ anti-Pope,” that Beria was a
Torquemada with his inquisitions and state trials and that MarxistLeninist doctrine is holy writ for one third o f mankind, that one
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begins to understand what is happening in contemporary Russia.
The very obscurantism that suppresses Mendelian biologists in
favour of Lysenko’s neo-Lamarckism is a repetition of the per
secution of Galileo by Holy Church.
If it be true that Moscow is the “ Third Rome ” carrying on the
tradition of fifteenth-century Byzantium, then it may be compared
with the Papacy that resuscitated the original Roman tradition
in the eleventh century of our era under the great Hildebrand,
following the Dark Age of teutonic barbarism. A similar period
of Mongol barbarism under the domination o f the Golden Horde
separates Russia from her Byzantium prototype.
It follows that Danilevsky was perfectly right th at Russia is a
new cultural system which has only recently emerged on the steppes,
looking to Constantinople rather than to Rome for its cultural
inspiration — as is symbolised by the Greek alphabet in which the
Russian language is written. If this -be the case, then the Soviet
has nothing to do with European civilisation, b u t is a “ college of
cardinals” dominating a new and primitive theocracy appealing
exclusively to the Russian “ soul ” .
It is extremely important that this concept o f the nature of
contemporary Russia should be grasped in European intellectual
circles. So long as Russia is regarded as a “ progressive ” extension
of the European tradition our whole European civilization is in
danger. It does not matter if Marxism is perverted to this end
(to the great indignation of Marx were he still alive), or if Spengler
is made to prophesy the same degradation of the European spirit
through triumphant materialism, the final result is th at European
man capitulates to an alien creed which has nothing in common
with his own development since he emerged from the same theo
cratic domination in the Middle Ages.
To embrace Russian doctrine would be to turn the clock back
in Europe for almost a thousand years, to abandon th at spirit of
free enquiry by which Galileo and Copernicus triumphed over
Papal obscurantism, to enslave the minds and bodies o f men to
the blind authority of a new and more rigid orthodoxy than ever
before. By no widest stretch of the imagination can this be regarded
as “ progress” — much less as the next “ inevitable” stage o f
European development. It would be the end o f everything for
which Europe has stood and by which she has illuminated the
world.
The problem remains as to whether the West can co-exist with
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such a new challenge to cultural supremacy throughout the world.
The answer lies in our own history. This is not the first time that
Europe has been challenged by a rival creed of Asiatic origin.
Islam swept from one end of the Mediterranean to the other, from
Persia to Spain, threatening Christendom with extinction. Yet
Europe survived after the decisive battle of Tours, and the later
indecisive and expensive Crusades proved that co-existence was
not only possible but indispensable. Islam had come to stay,
as a rival world creed to that of Christianity.
An interesting historical parallel can also be found in that
classical civilisation which preceded both the cultural systems of
our day. Both look to Ancient Greece for their inspiration — to
those city-states which maintained their independence in as hotly
contended internecine wars as any that have convulsed Europe in
our time. There was the fountain head of culture in the Ancient
World, as the European states have been in modern times.
Yet ancient Greece was menaced on both sides by rival cultural
systems which had little if anything in common with the spirit
of Hellas. On the one hand stood the “ democratic ” republic of
Rome — pragmatic, materialistic, capable of great practical achieve
ment but devoid of intellectual genius : on the other the auto
cratic Empire of the Persians, who had taken over from the
Assyrians a hide-bound bureaucratic administration of subject
peoples, crushing them all beneath its iron heel.
Europe, the intellectual centre of the modern world, stands
similarly between the Romans and Persians of our time, divided
and distracted, but still supreme in all human achievement.
America may, like the Romans, apply European genius to practical
afifairs, but without the capacity to bring any new and original
contribution to the arts and sciences of the age.
Russia, on the. other hand, is the perennial Asiatic tyranny which
has threatened Europe so often in the past — on the last occasion
at the gates o f Vienna only a few centuries ago. A mighty colossus,
mobilising subject peoples from the Baltic to the Yellow Sea, it
seems about to dominate the world. Already its hordes have
overwhelmed the modern Spartans in their magnificent stand at
Stalingrad (glorified by Goebbels as the modern Thermopylae)
and penetrated deep into our European lands. Yet this mighty
Empire has feet o f clay.
How did Greece react to Persian aggression 7 Eventually she
became united (much against her will) at the hands o f the Mace-
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donians. With union came such strength, that under the brilliant
leadership of Alexander she challenged the Persians, and brought
the whole ramshackle system of tyranny tumbling to the ground.
Only the premature death o f Alexander saved the embryonic
“ democracy ” of Rome from a like subjection to Greek leadership.
Has this no lesson for the Europe o f our time ? Europe still
leads the world in science, inventive skill and intellectual ability,
with both America and Russia only following where European
genius has already blazoned the trail. W hat power in the world
could stand against a united Europe ? W hat worlds would a
European Alexander still find to conquer, after the Russian colossus
had fallen before his armoured phalanx ?
Europe has nothing to learn from Russia, but Russia may yet
have much to learn from Europe. The “ glory th at was Greece ”
penetrated right through Persia to inspire a great cultural revival
in India : the glory that yet will be Europe may yet penetrate
through Russia to inspire a new Confucian era in distant China.
The decisive weapons of the future will not be the horror bombs
of our time which have reduced orthodox warfare to m utual suicide.
They will be the political and social ideas and ideals which Europe
alone has the capacity to offer to the world. The Russian colossus
will not succumb to a phalanx o f tanks, as did Persia in ancient
times, but to the penetration o f ideas which even an “ Iron Curtain ”
cannot permanently exclude.
Let Europe have confidence in her own destiny, and look neither
to America nor to Russia for her future deliverance from internecine
strife. Once united, she can look forward to a resumption of her
rightful place in the forefront of world affairs, pointing the way
into the future to the more backward cultural systems with whom
she can proudly accept co-existence as primus inter pares.
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SOME PROBLEMS OF RACE
by A. JAMES GREGOR
T HAS BECOME evident that Britain is creating for herself
a problem whose magnitude compares with that under which
American society has laboured for almost a century. It is the
problem of race, and its similarity to that in America is patent in
every racial posture, threatening glance, or bluster of hostility
exchanged in the everyday encounters of black and white in London.
Parts o f London have been likened to the “ black belts ” o f New
York and Chicago.1
In 1919 wide-spread racial conflicts disturbed domestic Britain
—in Liverpool negro families could not venture out of doors for
almost a fortnight, while in Cardiff negro residences were attacked
with the same violence that characterised the recent destruction
of negro homes in Cicero, in the United States. Both problems
originated under essentially the same circumstances. In the United
States the negro people have made their way into the industrial
North from a distinct geographic region, encompassing the
agricultural Southlands of Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Missouri, N orth and South Carolina and Virginia, an
area in which, to this day, the bulk of America’s negro population
remains congregated.2
Subjugated during the American civil war in the middle of the
nineteenth century, this area was devastated by rapine and plunder.
The South has never regained its former vitality, and farm wage
rates remain about half those in the rest of the country.3 Indebted
ness to northern financial institutions has always absorbed a dis
proportionate amount of the southern farmer’s liquid capital.
Between 1945 and 1951 farm mortgages increased eighteen per
cent nationally, while they increased fifty-four per cent in the sue
southern states included in the survey.4 Josue de Castro wrote of
this region : “ N o doubt it will come as something of a shock,
particularly to American readers, to find part of the United States

I

'Little, K., Race and Society, p.39.
'Haywood, H., Negro Liberation, p .ll.
3PerIo, V., The Negro in Southern Agriculture, p.97.
Via/., p.67.
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included among the great hunger areas of the w orld.. . . But the
existence of hunger right in the world’s supply house is an undeniable
fact. It is not a matter o f a small plot, but of a geographical
region large enough to include whole countries. This hunger area
in the United States is a region with about five hundred thousand
square miles of surface and a population o f some thirty million
people.” 1 It is, de Castro explains, “ another typical example o f
hunger as a man-made plague, since the region is eminently suited
by nature to the production of adequate food supplies ” .
Tremendous sums are drained off as mortgage payments ;
excessive transportation charges and low prices are consistently
paid for farm produce by the highly organised northern purchasing
boards. The relationship of this region to the industrial North
fits a pattern familiar to Britons. This geographic sub-division of
the Continent has been exploited as ruthlessly, by the North, as
any colonial area in any imperial system.
The parallel is not far to seek. The direct exploitation of her
Empire has, in the past, accrued tremendous profits for the capitalists
of Britain — to cite a single instance, in 1937 £12,000,000 were
drawn from copper extractive industries of Northern Rhodesia
of which over five and a half million went in royalties and dividends
while the 17,000 Africans employed received only £244,000 in wages,
averaging less than £15 per capita for the year’s labour.2
On the Gold Coast, marketing board practices have become
notorious. Cocoa farmers receive £3 12s. per sixty pounds from
the marketing board while the world price of cocoa fluctuates
between £8 and £10. Neglect, oppression and' exploitation have
been as marked in the British colonial areas as in the southern states
of the United States.
In the southern American states, as in the British colonies, the
negroes have long remained a propertyless proletariat—they possess
no industry of their own, and have but a toehold in the proprietor
ship of capital. They present the industrialist, particularly in
America, who finds labour costs increasing, with a reserve army of
labourers ready to work at half the wages paid to white workers.
In the United States in 1947 the average wage o r salary income o f
the white wage earner was $2,000 while th at o f non-whites was
only $900, or about forty-five per cent.3 In 1949 the average annual
JDe Castro, 1., The Geography o f Hunger, p.I27.
tEaton, Political Economy, p.148.
HJ.S. Department of Commerce, Report P-60, Incomes o f Families and Persons
in the United States, 1947, table 22, p.29.
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wage for non-white workers was $1,000 as compared to the $2,300
paid to white workers.1 This wage differentiation has resulted in
an annual four billion dollars in profit for the enterprising industrial
ists who use it to advantage.
Whenever there is a boom, and real wages tend to rise under
full employment, there is agitation for the elimination of racial
barriers in industry. Wholesale migrations are stimulated, and
negroes leave the South for the relatively better conditions which
exist in the N orth.23 The living conditions of the negro are
temporarily ameliorated, but this reserve army of labour demoralises
the wage standard that had been achieved. The lower wage the
negro will accept undermines the bargaining position of the white
worker, and in those industries into which large numbers of negroes
have been admitted the wage standard compares poorly with similar
industries which have not had recourse to negro migrant labour.5
The communists have proven the most vociferous advocates of
“Anti-Jim Crow ism ” while northern capitalists have parroted
their demands and supported their cause with tremendous sums of
money.4 But this similarity of approach does not connote identity
of ends. The northern ihdustrialist sees in the infiltration of
negroes into industry a tactical victory in the strengthening o f his
bargaining position.
The communists on the other hand see in negro migrants to
the N orth a revolutionary leavening — a corps of shock troops to
be sacrificed in the revolutionary violence against the system. For
the communists know that the entrance of the negro into Northern
industry, and the industrialisation of the Southland, will create
conditions which will further their plan of revolution..
The negroes have become increasingly urbanised. Between 1910
and 1930 the rural negro population fell from about seventy-five
per cent of the total negro population to about fifty-five per cent
of the total.5 While the negro population in the United States
increased by about fifteen per cent during the decade 1940-50, in
the N orth and West it grew by fifty per cent and two hundred and
■Perlo, V., “ Trends in the Economic Status of the Negro People,” Science and
Society, Spring 1952, pp.115-50.
2vide Lumber, H., War Economy and Crisis, p.115.
3Perlo, V., American Imperialism, pp.87f.
4Julius Rosenwald, alone, donated some 30 million dollars to the furtherance
of “ racial understanding ” .
^Lumpkin, Yearbook o f American Labor, vol.l, 1945, p.364.
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forty per cent through migration.1 When the industrialist no longer
can profitably employ this “ reserve army,” the negro who was last
hired is first fired.
In the period immediately following the slump o f 1921, negroes
in Detroit, while constituting but five per cent o f the working male
population provided sixteen per cent o f the total unemployed.2 In
the recession of 1948-9 the negro was again subject to dismissal
with greater frequency than his white fellow worker. From April
1947 to April 1950 total manufacturing employment fell seven per
cent, while the proportion of negroes employed fell approximately
twenty per cent— indeed, Toledo and Chicago revealed negro
unemployment to have been about fifty per cent.3
Under these conditions the communist sees the possibilities
inherent in the rapid industrialization of the negrp. F o r with his
employment in industry opportunities for education are neccessarily
forthcoming, and an intellectually active, restive element is created
in the negro people which had been lacking in the backward
plantations. In the agricultural South the negro, although dis
tressed, could not act as a revolutionary force. First, because he
was unorganised ; rural areas, as a rule, do not lend themselves
favourably to political cultivation; secondly, because he was
relatively ignorant of conditions without, and therefore n o t actively
conscious of his oppression. In the industrialised mass army o f
the cities the negro is stimulated by the contrasts he sees existing
in the society in which he is minority member.
On the one hand in the urban industrial areas he is coaxed to
develop his potential, to become skilled, to achieve professional
status; but on the other the regular depression which terminates each
cycle renders it impossible for the labourer, much less the negro
intellectual, to gain a livelihood. In point of fact, whites who have
completed secondary school are making, to-day, forty per cent more
than the average negro university graduate.4 N orthern industry has
thus created a disgruntled negro Hite, capable o f leading the mass
of negro labour into rebellion against the system th at oppresses them.
Capitalism, with its periodic fluctuations, jettisons those negroes
with which it has broken the demands of white labour, and in
abandoning them leaves them to be cultivated by the communists.
'Lumer, op. cit., p.l 16.
^Frazier, The Negro in the V. S., p.599.
3Allen, The Economic Crisis and the Cold War, p.70,
4Perlo, American Imperialism, p.85.
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So both capitalist and communist work hand in glove in the United
States to precipitate conflict and racial animosity.
In order to meet the exigencies of its boom and bust nature
capitalism has called up veritable armies of negro labourers, offering
wages that have stimulated racial migration. The sole victors
have been the communists.
The negro has found himself thrust into white communities to
bear the spite and vindictiveness o f his fellow workers who feel he
is betraying them1. He becomes the shock-trooper for communist
malcontents in the lean years and a wage-pirate in the years of plenty.
In the final analysis, even the most optimistic negro must look
with apprehension at the plans of both factions. The capitalist
offers him nothing. The communist goads him to a struggle, with
the promise that perhaps in a century or two negroes shall be
permitted to live free from the bane of prejudice. But he can only
note these promises with misgivings — for even in Hawaii, recognised
as the most successful social experiment in racial miscegenation,
there exists the racial distinction made by the Haole, the superior
white caste. The subtle prejudices have endured through peace,
prosperity and constant inter-racial association.2 Brazil, another
“ melting pot,” so often cited by tjtose who favour racial amalgama
tion, has displayed the characteristic features of a race conscious
society. “ A picture. . . of present social stratification of Brazilian
society shows a concentration of whites in the upper level. . blacks
and the darker mixed blood generally occupy the lower economic
levels.. . . The Sao Paulo evidence further suggests that possibilities
o f social advancement are connected with skin colour and other
negroid traits, i.e., the more negroid the physical features, the more
probable become attitudes of rejection on the part of white people.”2
The communist can only offer the negro a “ transitionary ”
period o f “ acclimatisation ” and “ acculturalisation ” that, from
all the evidence available, must endure generations until he com
pletely loses his identity in the white mass which surrounds him.
Such notions offer him neither dignity nor immediate gain. For
The race riots, which erupted in the North like an over-ripe carbuncle around
the time of the northward migration of the negroes, had a similar economic
fear at their origin. The first serious riot which occurred in East St. Louis,
Illinois, had attributed to it no other cogent reason than that of *ignorant
negroes from the South coming and taking white men’s jobs
—Johnson,
Race Relations, p.57.
^Little, op. cit., p.32.
JWillems, “ Race Attitudes in Brazil,” American Journal o f Sociology, vol.54,
1948-9, pp.402-8.
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the individual they mean little more than further violence and
renewed oppression.
In Britain the pattern, woven of the same elements, is developing
a startling similarity. Britain’s coloured problem originates in the
plundered areas of the Gold Coast and Jamaica, and in all those
areas in which the native population is plundered by English com
bines or their administrative committees. Distance has, hitherto,
hindered the ease with which the negro can migrate — a circumstance
that has retarded the earlier development of this problem. But
with the relative cheapening o f transport the negro has migrated
to the highly industrialised areas of the Motherland. Coloured
migration in Britain has begun to assume all the features it displays
in America.
With the appearance of full employment, as early as the first
World War, the negro was recruited from the colonies for employ
ment in the chemical and munitions factories in the British Isles.1
When the boom had gone its inevitable way and the negroes weTe
turned out of the positions they had held they found themselves
unemployed and unwanted, particularly in the teeming cities of
Manchester, Liverpool and Cardiff. During the economic stagna
tion of the thirties the negro suffered the opprobrium of his fellow
workers, the result of disputes in the shipping industry, into which
negroes had made inroads. White seamen felt that shipowners
were deliberately substituting coloured crews in order to save on
their wages bill.2
While it is true that overt violence generally appears in times
of economic duress3 the negro and the coloured in Britain, at all
times, suffer the same insecurities that must be faced in America.4
The coloured, being a member of a sensitive minority, must suffer
doubt and insecurity in all his personal relationships. There are a
thousand covert manifestations of prejudice which exist, in housing
accommodations, in amusement places, and in the day-to-day search
for employment. This has contributed, among other things, to the
vast disproportion of unemployed coloureds as compared to white
men. A recent estimate suggests that twenty-five per cent o f
■Little, op. eft., p.35.
m id ., p.38.
3“ The resident colored communities usually live on quite friendly terms with
their white neighbors in the immediate locality except during times of
general unemployment__ ”—Ibid., p.37.
4" What all this amounts to is that a fairly strong body of color prejudice
exists in Britain___ ”—Ibid., p.40.
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Britain’s non-white population is unemployed, compared with less
than five per cent o f whites. The consequences have been t h a t :
(1) the negro is looked upon as “ taking a white m an’s jo b ” ; and
(2) the negro is condemned for living off N.A.B. a t the expense o f
the white taxpayers.
The net result has been an inflammatory situation, which threatens
conflagration with the first friction o f economic dislocation. The
problem has been an inevitable consequence o f the working out
of the economic system under which America and Britain operate.
It has been aggravated by the activities o f both factions in the vast
struggle for social supremacy.
In both countries those factions have, with ill-will and malice,
tom the negro from his homeland, thrust him into the strife o f the
industrial battleground, to use him in the service of their own ends.
The industrialists have used the negroes to weaken their enemies
on the labour front — and the communists reap a well-trained and
disgruntled cadre o f coloured intellectuals for their revolutionary
armies. Those who do not remain in the land to which they have
been summoned return to their homelands to foment revolt, while
others are often the victims o f m ob violence.
As the trajectory that m arks the economic cycle begins its down
ward plummet the coloured migrants to Britain will feel the sting
of racial vindictiveness. Only a realistic solution, devoted
to the interests o f the white and coloured inhabitants o f the
advanced capitalist countries, can save those countries and their
unhappy populations from racial strife. Such a solution can come
only from men who are not lackeys o f either camp, and it can only
be a negation o f those policies which have been, and shall ever be,
detrimental to the coloured people they profess to assist.
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GREEK ALLY
by JOHN HAYLOCK

I

N THE AUTUMN of 1941 I was appointed as liaison officer
to one of the remnants o f the Greek army that had escaped
to Egypt. Knowing no Greek and very little about Greece I
supposed that my appointment was due to the fact that I spoke
French. Before joining the Greeks I asked a British staff officer
about our policy towards our ally. “ Our policy is to be fair but
firm,” he said, “ and perhaps on occasions more firm than fair.
You must watch them as they may be up to all sorts of tricks.
I used to travel around the Mediterranean quite a lot before the
war — Mediterranean rats was what I used to call the Greeks.”
Fortunately, this attitude towards the brave people of Greece is
not general among the British, but among the officers in the Middle
East, who did not know them, it almost seemed to be.
The battalion to which I was attached was formed out o f groups
of soldiers and policemen that had got out of Greece. They were
put on to guarding Italian prisoners of war captured in the western
desert. None of the Greeks in the battalion spoke more than a
few words of English ; I had attached to me as interpreter a Maltese
who spoke Greek and French but could write neither language.
The double interpretations that were necessary when visiting British
staff officers were often confusing.
The morale of the defeated Greeks was low ; their country
occupied, they felt lost and despairing. One can sympathise with
the Greek sentry who fired his rifle into the quarters of some
merrymaking Italian hospital orderlies on Christmas day in 1941.
“ I thought of my suffering people at home and heard the people
who had attacked my country enjoying themselves. I could bear
it no more and fired,” he said. Perhaps the Greek Guard battalion
did not behave in the conventional manner that was expected of
them by their unimaginative allies. Pigeons, chickens and pigs
were kept in our camp ; one must say that they helped out the
rather meagre ration scale. Five minutes before a visiting British
general arrived to inspect our camp I persuaded the Greek battalion
commander to put the pigeons to flight, and to round up the pigs
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and chickens and enclose them in an empty te n t The general
arrived and soon spotted the sentry.
“ W hat’s th at m an doing ?” he asked. The double interpretation
took even longer than usual.
“ He’s on guard.”
“ W hat for ?”
“ Ammunition,” the adjutant said in English, eyeing me as if
it were all my fault for having suggested subterfuge.
“ Ammunition in the middle o f the lines ? W hy ?”
The general did not show his anger after he had peeped into the
tent, in fact his eyes twinkled slightly, b u t I overheard him say to
the brigadier as he got into his car, “ Pigs in the middle o f the lines !
Disgusting. But w hat can you expect ?”
The Greeks were very u n s m a rt; b u t they were homely. They
were looked down upon by their allies for doing things th a t “ simply
are not done ” : walking about the desert cam p in pyjam a jackets,
not shaving regularly, never having polished belts o r buttons. The
colonel o f the battalion used to have his .wife u p occasionally.
They had escaped together across the M editerranean in an open
boat and were inseparable. W hen in cam p she slept w ith the
colonel in his tent that was divided into bedroom and office. W hen
one visited the colonel to discuss some m atter a female voice used
to interrupt our conversation and give advice. The one and only
battalion truck that was needed to take rations ou t to the guards
round the POW camp was sometimes sent off on unmilitary errands,
such as transporting bottles of lemonade from a nearby provincial
town to a Greek cafe proprietor in Cairo. Overloaded with cases,
a few junior officers who were on the right side o f the colonel perched
on top, and the colonel and another officer squashed beside the
driver, the truck used to swirl away in a cloud o f dust, n o t to return
for two or three days. The Greeks behaved naturally, exactly as
they would have done in Greece. I found this rather endearing,
but the British did n o t and gave the impression th at they preferted
the prisoners to the guards ; a false impression, perhaps, but one
nevertheless which the Greeks had. Possibly this was due to w hat
the Aga K han calls “ the British inability to hate ” . If we have
an inability to hate our enemies, then we certainly have an ability
to make our friends think we hate them.
The Greeks were difficult, it is true. Their little arm y in Egypt
was racked with internal discord. Some were loyal to the refugee
king and the memory o f Metaxas, others were republicans, and
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some secret communists. When the Italians attacked Greece from
Albania in October 1940 Greeks of all political hues united and
fought together. Republican officers who had been in disgrace
during the Metaxas regime were called back to the colours which
they served faithfully. But in Egypt the royalist-republican truce
came to an end. Republican officers knocked off the rounded
forage caps, reminiscent of the Metaxas regime, from the heads o f
soldiers who had altered their British issue headgear. Greek
Army headquarters in Cairo, housed in a cigarette factory that
remained in full production, was as chaotic as full of intrigue.
The British were impatient, and did not equip the Greek units as
well as their own. In spite of difficulties and disagreements a
brigade was formed and sent up to the front at El Alamein. Was
it the fault of the British or the Greeks that the brigade was slightly
short of transport ?
Meanwhile in Greece a resistance movement, ELAS, had started.
British officers, arms and bags of sovereigns were dropped to help
the movement which, as in France and in some other occupied
countries, was controlled by the communists. Was our Secret
Service, reputed to be the best in the world, unaware o f this and
therefore quite unworthy of its reputation ? O r was it that some
all-too-aware individuals had, through conscription, got into our
intelligence service, who wished to encourage the communists ?
These communist underground movements had two objects : to
relieve pressure on the Russian army ; and to build up a force
that would be able to take over the country when it was liberated.
These movements brought more suffering to the people of the
occupied countries than to the occupiers ; indeed, they were
analogous to the tactical strikes worked up by communists in
peace time, that bring benefit only to Russia. They were also
against the conventions of International Law which state, that
once an army has surrendered, there should be no further armed
opposition. There were undeniably brave people in the resistance ;
not all of them were communist, such as General Zervas in the
Epirus ; but one cannot admire activities which were mostly o f the
“ stab in the back ” kind. What was an occupying power to do ?
What would we have done with a resistance movement in Germany
against our post-war occupation ? What are we doing in Kenya ?
The passive resistance put up by the people of Denmark was as
effective as any active underground movement, and caused far
less hardship to the population — no harsh reprisals being necessary.
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When the Germans tried to enforce the Nuremberg laws on to the
Danish people the King made an honourable and dignified objection
by wearing a Star o f David in his hat ; this resulted in the edict
being withdrawn.
More Greeks escaped to th e M iddle East, and am ong them were
members o f ELAS. A nother Greek brigade was formed and trained.
In the early spring o f 1944 this brigade was in cam p outside Alex
andria on the point o f em barking for Italy. I had temporarily
left the Greeks and was w ith a Belgian force from the Congo th a t
happened to be encamped alongside the G reek brigade. One night
the Belgian colonel invited the G reek brigadier to dinner. The
brigadier arrived late looking worried and ill-at-ease. Rather
strangely he brought a heavily arm ed bodyguard with him ; they
posted themselves round the dining tent. I wondered if the brigadier
was afraid o f the black men.
We were awakened early the next m orning by a spatter o f auto
matic fire — the G reek brigade had mutinied, and the mutineers
were in control. The brigadier m anaged to jum p into his staffcar and dash to Cairo. W hen told to return and order his troops
to lay down their arm s he explained th at to d o so would be useless
as they would not obey him ; he fell into disgrace and was often
to be seen in Cairo afterwards looking miserable. The mutiny
was more than the old royalist-republican troubles revived ; it was
inspired by the communists who possibly did n o t w ant the brigade
to be wasted in Italy b u t kept for the liberation o f Greece when it
could join up with ELAS. The British knew about the royalistrepublican affair as well they should — for did they n o t support
Venizelos in the first W orld W ar 7 By supporting Venizelos (the
British used him for their ends : to get Greece on their side ;
Venizelos used the British for his : to oust the King) we were
largely responsible for the royalist-republican feud th at made such
havoc of G reek politics in between the two wars. In order to try
and calm the mutineers the British persuaded the K ing to announce
that he would not return to Greece after the w ar until a plebiscite
had been held. The m utiny was p u t down by the intervention o f
British troops (the Belgians, though keen, were n o t allowed to
help th e m ); the comm unists h ad undoubtedly scored a victory.
It is not known how the British knew th a t the people in occupied
Greece wanted a plebiscite o n the King’s return — was it from
republican politicians in Cairo o r from British liaison officers
serving with ELAS th a t they gleaned this inform ation 7
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Another Greek Brigade was formed of reliable elements, pre
dominantly royalist, and was eventually sent to Italy where it fought
well, capturing Rimini.
In the autumn of 1944 the Germans withdrew from Greece.
The British went back to find that the resistance movement, ELAS
and its political committee EAM, wanted to take over the country.
Our fairness nearly got the better of us, but fortunately not to the
extent it had done so in Yugoslavia, where we forsook the legitimate
regime in favour of the communist Tito.
I flew to Athens from Cairo in December 1944 with an odd
collection of liaison officers and one newspaper correspondent
whose only article of luggage was a box of luxury chocolates.
On landing at the airport we soon discovered that Athens was in
a state of siege, being surrounded by the forces o f ELAS. Rushed
to the centre of the city in an armoured vehicle, we passed, on the
way, bodies lying in the streets — only the two main thoroughfares
were firmly in our hands. Luckily reason had prevailed at the
last moment, and when the communists nearly had control o f the
capital we acted, and flew in troops from Italy. I was occupied
at the headquarters o f the British Military Mission in helping to
organise a National Guard which was hastily formed with any
young men who were willing to come forward. They were given a
hat, a rifle and fifty rounds, an arm-band and an overcoat, and rushed
off to defend the city ; this they did bravely. The communists were
repulsed, but they were not defeated. The National G uard were
sent out all over the country to restore order ; th at there were
some reprisals against the communists is true (both sides had their
atrocity pictures), but the Greeks are a passionate people.
With the victorious Greek brigade from Italy as a cadre, a new
Greek army was formed, but it was limited to a size that was not
big enough to cope with the second round that the communists
were preparing. The Greeks knew this, but it seems we did not.
The Greek General Staff was anxious for us to equip them with a
large army, but we were not in favour of their having one because
we could not afford to give them one, and perhaps because the
governess thought that they ought not to have one.
Meanwhile the political situation in Greece was hopeless. A
series of ineffectual governments made up of Liberals and
Republicans followed. Britain, now Socialist, favoured a policy
of tolerance in preparation for fair elections, tolerance even to the
communists although remnants o f ELAS were reorganising in
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Yugoslavia, then still in the Russian camp. We refused to realise
that the struggle with the communists, the struggle to prevent
Russia from getting Greece, was not over. I visited a youth camp
in Bosnia in 1947 and saw a Greek Stakhanovite brigade working
on the Samac-Sarajevo railway. This brigade worked harder than
any other contingent in the cam p, doing twelve-hour shifts without
a break, building a tunnel through a mountain. It was sad to see
these misguided Greeks working so hard for a cause that was against
the interests o f their own country.
Republicans in Athens who had loathed Metaxas before the war
said freely that they would vote for the King’s return in the plebiscite,
because he, at least, was anti-communist whereas many of the
wavering politicians who went in and out of power might easily
be fellow-travellers.
The British policy of “ fair but firm ” continued. The Under
secretary of State came to Greece and returned with presumably
the same impression that he had had before he arrived — that we
must be fair. Perhaps he was briefed by a Maclean-like official
in the Foreign Office. One got the idea in Athens that the British
government would have liked to see a Socialist welfare state in
Greece installed at once, as they feared the return o f fascism.
British officials began to worry about the N ational G uard and the
Greek arm y not being impartial. How could they have been
expected to be impartial when they had just fought a short but
bitter civil w ar against the communists, and possibly knew that
another was about to break out ? I toured most o f Greece a year
after the 1944 troubles, calling on N ational G uard units, and came
to the conclusion that the soldiers were simply pro-Greece, and
therefore anti-communist.
There used to be a royalist signal in Athens — two long bangs
followed by two short ones and a long — this meant ep-ep-epxetal
(he is coming, i.e., the King). This little tattoo was stamped out
by tram-drivers on their bells, by chauffeurs on their horns, in
many different ways. W hen it was done on the exhaust o f a motor
bicycle by an army rider a t a military display in the Olympic stadium
in Athens, to the delight o f the crowd, a senior British staff officer
disapproved strongly and saw to it th at the rider was punished for
showing partiality. To be pro-Greece at this time was really to
be ro y a list; those who rapped out the signal were the patriots.
The British seemed to have a sort o f fear that because o f the Metaxas
regime before the war, in spite o f his famous " NO !” to the Italians
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in October 1940, anyone openly connecting himself with the King
before the plebiscite was held might be fascist. Politics must be
kept out of the army. The fact that we expected to keep politics
out of the army of the most politically minded people in Europe
shows how naive we can be at times. D id we really think th a t the
Greeks had forgotten their battle against the communists as if it
had been a football match ? How much better it would have been
for Greece if we had realised the situation, and prepared the Greek
army for the coming struggle against the communists who were
beginning to infiltrate over the northern borders. We did help
the Greeks, but we helped them half-heartedly ; as if we knew
what was good for them better than they did themselves. It is
by this patronising attitude that we lose our friends. We taught
the Greeks much about how to fight a modern war, how to organise
a modem army, but what we should never have attempted to do
was to try and teach them how to run their country, for that they
knew how to do better than we did. However it all turned out
all right, but at a greater cost in lives and equipment than if we had
understood the situation from the beginning. The King returned
after a plebiscite. The communist guerrillas attacked, and it took
months of time and millions o f American dollars to dislodge them
from Mount Grammos. Captured insurgents were sent to camps
on Makronisos, the island off Cape Sunion, where they were re
educated ; many of them joined the regular G reek army after a
stay in the camp, and fought against their former comrades in arms.
The reform camps were severely criticised in the New Statesman and
Nation. What did the critics suppose that the Greeks should do
with those who were caught fighting against their own country ?
Should they have sent them straight back to do some more ? The
change of front by Tito in 1948 and the subsequent closing o f the
Greek-Yugoslav frontier did a great deal towards the final defeat
of the Greek communists who could no longer retreat to safety
over the border.
Our mistake in Greece was due to our inability to understand our
friends, our chronic lack o f foresight, and o u r assumption th at
anyone who is not exactly like ourselves should be m ade to become
so. I remember watching a Greek parade from the office window
of a British brigadier. “ H uh !” he snorted. “ Look at them !
Wogs begin at Calais. Did you know th at ?” Strange th a t such
a senior officer should be so like a fourth-form public school boy.
Perhaps the real trouble is that so few o f us are really adult.
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EVERYONE IS A CHRISTIAN
JUST LIKE US . . .
by DESMOND STEWART

I

T WOULD BE EASY to spend a week in Baghdad, and never
meet an Arab. All the hotels are owned and serviced by Tel
Kayfis, Christians from a village in the north of Iraq. The same
people wait in the clubs, whether British or Iraqi, own taxis, brothels,
cinemas and other public services. They speak Arabic, it is true, but
badly. Their own language is called Chaldaean, though it has only
remote affinities with the language of the people who first practised
astrology from the tops of ziggurats. They all aspire to speaking
American, however badly; their promised land is Detroit, a section
o f which is now called New Tel Kayf. Not a boy scrubbing parts of
a floor, not a barman grubbily mixing drinks, but has a dozen
American relations, each of them, according to report, owning a
Cadillac, or at least a Buick.
The A rabs do not work in hotels. The obvious reason, that the
Q uran forbids alcohol, and that hotels centre on bars as churches
on altars, is not the correct one. A police raid into any of the
drinking-places in Baghdad would find a large majority of the
drinkers to be disobedient Moslems. The real reason is that the
Arabs disdain this kind of work; if they are employed as servants
in private households, it is rarely on a businesslike footing; the
servant is more a member of the family than a hired employee. To
the Christians, Americans and Europeans are the most coveted
employers: they pay high salaries and expect regular hours. An
Arab servant, however, usually prefers to work in a Moslem house
hold. He may be kept up all night, be paid half what his opposite
number in a foreign household gets, be expected to serve dinner
any time between seven and midnight; but he is allowed to sit in
the drawing-room, even join in the conversation. It is a strictly
personal relationship. . He despises those who are servile to every
body, who smile at everybody, who bring a whisky and soda with
indifferent politeness to all who ask. He leaves this to the Tel Kayfls,
just as a generation ago he left them the emptying o f his own cess
pools. This is unfortunate for the reputation of Iraq : as many
migrant yisitors, shocked by the filth that is accepted by the managers
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of hotels and restaurants, believe that it is the Arabs who are dirty.
This is not true. Many Arabs are poor; clothes may be tattered; but
the body underneath has had regular contact with soap and water.
When educated at all, the Tel Kayfis have usually been educated
in some mission school. Not because there are not good government
schools, but because they genuinely loathe anything provided by
the Moslem state. As a result, their English is full of what is called
“ memory-work ”, gnomic phrases like “ east and west, home is
best,” enunciated with the grimmest solemnity. They are also,
when the bar is empty, very critical of the Moslems. Leaning over
the half-wet surface, an array of dusty bottles behind them, two
flies making love on the bosom of the Pepsicola blonde, the barm an
will say : “ So you still haven’t your exit visa, Sar ? W hat you
expect ? These Arabs are so dirty, so inefficient. When the British
were here . . .” They are not malicious, nor particularly cunning :
merely the transparent possessors of an enormous inferiority
complex. From their ill-combed thatches of black hair, south over
their spotted white coats, their slovenly trousers to their uncleaned
shoes, they are a pathetic admission that they neither come up to
the dignity of the illiterate sheik — who sweeps into the bar, charm
ing the barman’s indignation into the sickliest o f smiles — nor
to the modernity of the ideal cousin seven thousand miles away in
New Tel Kayf. The fact that at forty, with nine children, Alfred is
still here, in the Roxana Palace Hotel, measuring out John Collins
to stingy oilmen, and not on the yearly quota to D etroit, m arks him
down as a failure; he is like one of the Israelites whom Moses left
behind on the trek to Midian. It is only fair to add th at when the
Tel Kayfis stay behind, and don’t embark on the trek at all, some
of them do well in Baghdad, as doctors, lawyers, architects, building
lavish palaces, with plenty of bathrooms, cocktail bars, etcetera.
Even in Iraq, the proverb about Home is not mere words.
“ You are going to the North, Sar ? You must visit Tel Kayf.”
“ Is it beautiful, Alfred ?” The younger Tel Kayfis either have
names that ruthlessly emphasise their connection with Europe, or if
they have tactful parents, names like Jamal, common to both
Christians and Moslems. In the first enthusiasm of the British
Mandate, a number were called Kokes, after Sir Percy Cox.
“ Of course Tel Kayf is beautiful. It is the best village in the
north, the only one where everyone is Christian like us.” They all
exaggerate the extent to which the European feels Christian, in this
antagonistic sense, of being not-something-else. The M adame of
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one of the m ost successful bordellos in the city, a stout, raucous
woman who roams the Racetracks on racing days, her handbag
bulging with notes, her mind with the tips given her by the jockeys
yesterday evening, has a photograph of the late King George the
Sixth in a kilt in her front parlour : more for religious reasons than
political. Her young ladies fantasise about falling in love with and
marrying, romantic young English soldiers or mechanics with
Saxe-Coburg names like A lbert or Edward.
The barm an ends his description of Tel Kayf as though stating a
common place, “ Anyone who comes to Iraq and does not see Tel
Kayf, has seen nothing.”
Naturally, therefore, Alan Neame and I went.
The taxi-driver tells every client a story while he drives them to
Tel K ayf from M osul; the journey takes half an hour, from the
ruins o f Nineveh, over an undulant plain, past the large, brown
monastery o f M ar Gorgis.
“ A Tel Kayfi boy in America married a non-Tel Kayfi girl. After
they were married, he wanted to bring her to see his old home.
They first went to Paris. Is Tel K ayf like Paris ? she asked. He was
angry. N o, much better than Paris. N ext at Rome, she asked, Is it
like Rome ? Again he told her to be silent. How compare this city
to this dirty Rome ? Was it like Beirut ? No, far far better. And
when they arrived here and saw this beautiful village, he fell on his
face, and picked up some of the dirt, and p u t it to his brow. As for
his bride, she died o f shock, and is buried over there.”
By the time the story is finished, one is near the village, the story
gains point. To first sight, and last sight, Tel Kayf seems a maze of
ugly, chaotic stone buildings. It sprawls on one undulation in the
Mosul plain rather than another for no apparent reason. There is
no spring, no oasis. It is like pieces of rough grey stone, ill-shaped
shards, stuck into the brown earth, a hideous bombed Pompeii that
had never been beautiful. In this it is in marked contrast to other
Iraqi villages, even the poorest of which have an organic relationship
with the soil from which they spring : the northern villages are
particularly beautiful; A kra, terraced o n 'a mountain side, has an
Italian beauty; others, like Kurdish Rowanduz, remind one of
Thibet.
The Tel K ayf police station seems to share the American woman’s
shock, as it stands on a little hill, aloof from the village. Incidentally,
there are no trees. The building that does not avoid the confused
brickwork, that dominates it rather, is the church, or group of
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churches. Three of them are assembled together in a solid imposing
group. The newest is also the biggest, a substantial, imitation western
building, very odd in a landscape normally dominated by slim
minarets. The former church, that had become too small for the
populous community, is annexed to it; its pillars are stouter, its
roof lower, but it has no more beauty than the new. Forming the
left side of a capital », there is a kind o f Lady Chapel, used for
special prayers. The church is the focus o f Tel Kayf, and perhaps
its only excuse. Nowhere in the world have I seen a dirtier place of
worship. The unswept church stinks of cattle and human beings.
Right across the nave, curtaining off the altar and the apse, is what
resembles a gigantic eiderdown cover, of green satin, edged with
scarlet. On the walls hangs a whole gallery of bad religious a r t :
flyblown prints of the Little Flower and St. Philip Neri, and, o f
course, The Sacred Heart, held in the hands o f a meek Jesus like a
carmine hand-grenade. The pews are of the roughest and have
the sour smell of old clothes. There is nothing soft or cosy in this
large, dirty, familiar edifice. There is also nothing otiose, nothing
idly aesthetic, such as you find in the tasteful and (except for tourists)
empty English churches. Even at three o’clock on a Tuesday after
noon it is packed: seething with a strange weird life o f its own. If
the dirtiest church I have seen, it is also the most fervent. The
women squat at the back, behind a rail, completely segregated, either
in the black abbaya of the Moslem women, or in the gaudy orange
kerchief and voluminous red dress that is the folk-costume o f Tel
Kayf. The majority are withered old women in rather scraggy black
veils. Males throng the forepart of the church. As the school bell
rings, and the school empties, the church fills. The pupils flock into
the church, some playing, others giggling, others going straight up
with their rulers and exercise books to join the huddle round one of
the two priests at the altar. The priests are elderly and c o rp u len t;
their Father Christmas beards and round black hats with red tops
are signs that while Uniate with Rome, they are also o f the east. The
men in the congregation remain covered, for the most p art by turbans
which they only doff at certain moments in the service, to reveal
narrow shaven craniums. The singing has a wild ululant force, a
plainsong that cannot throw off its Arabian influence; it rises sudden
ly to a climax, then resolves again into a continuous flat howl. It
is very fervid. It seems the kind of prayer apt for those who feel
surrounded. Perhaps they wailed like this in Constantinople as the
Turkish armies closed round the city : the more fanatical, the more
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hard-pressed.
From the church, mounting to the high roof, one can look down
on the undistinguished mass o f th e village. O ur em otions were
significantly different. O ur guide, a barber, showed an extraordinary,
rather moving satisfaction—since love is always moving, even when
hard to understand; he was a gaunt barber in his fifties, and wore the
long divided skirt o f the city A rab and a volum inous turban. His
face was lively and intelligent, and except when he discussed religion,
humorous. M y own feelings were o f stunned, rath er adm iring
amazement at the intensity o f the service. Ibrahim , a M oslem friend
from Mosul, saw it all w ith a bored detachm ent; A lan’s feelings
were those o f horror; he was a convert to Catholicism, an intellec
tual, who at Oxford had w orshipped a t the austerely beautiful
Blackfriars, the headquarters o f the progressive Dominicans. “ I now
see what primitive Christianity m ust have been,” he said, “ and why
the Romans disliked it so. H ow I wish I could bring C hristopher
and his wife here ; w hat a shock it w ould be fo r them to see all this.”
Like a parlour com m unist confronted w ith E ast Berlin, his sensitive
face registered the shock he h ad sustained. Unseeing, he looked o ut
over the narrow ruts which pass for lanes, th e bogs o f standing water,
and beyond, the winter fields w ith a few men ploughing, an d beyond
the ploughs, the mauve hills o f Kurdistan. His ears to o k in none o f
the lyrical words o f the guide, who sensing this, suggested a circular
tour of the whole village. We clam bered dow n the staircase (a
group of white-coifed nuns from M osul were demurely m aking their
way towards the singing), and by stepping gingerly o n dry islands
among the universal m ud, by disregarding the stench w hich was o f
worse things, made a slow procession. W e averted our eyes from a
hydrocephalic idiot wailing in the sun, pretended n o t to notice the
staring barefoot schoolboys w ith shaven heads, turned an alley to
confront four women with their backs to a wall, one o f w hom was
feeding her two year old child; her naked breast was sw arthy with
hair.
Alan being silent, I made an effort at conversation w ith o ur guide,
who was friendliness itself.
“ How many people in the village altogether ?”
“ Twenty thousand, and we have nine hundred girls in school.”
We had been joined by a Tel Kayfi in western clothes, a waiter
from Baghdad on holiday.
“ N o, only ten thousand,” he corrected, “ but we have thirty
thousand Christians in the neighbourhood.” Before the oriental
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confusion over statistics, a westerner can only bow his head and keep
silence. I bowed mine.
“ All Catholics ?” Alan asked.
“ All.”
“ No Yezidis ?” I suggested, hopefully. The Yezedis are the most
mysterious of all Iraqi sects. About sixty thousand in number, they
worship the Devil in the shape of a Peacock, and live both in the
foothills of Kurdistan, and in the Sinjar mountains, between Syria
and Iraq. In some villages, such as Baashiqa, quite near Tel Kayf,
they live in amity with Christian and Moslem neighbours. As a.
contrast to Tel Kayf, which has no natural features, Yezidi villages
always have an Arcadian charm, being sited near rushing streams,
and usually well wooded with olives and mulberries.
At the question, a look of intensest conviction came into our
guide’s eyes.
“ By Allah, no Yezidi, nor Jew, nor yet Moslem has ever been
here. This village is Catholic since time began.” His firmness was
adamantine ; though his facts were wrong. The Chaldeans were,
intil the 19th Century, Nestorians, a heretical sect living its own life
in the eastern Mediterranean since Byzantine days. They were formed
into a Uniate Catholic Church as the result o f a Dominican Mission:
more in order to secure the protection of the Catholic powers, while
under Turkish rule, than for any niceties o f theology.
Hitching his skirts up to avoid the mud, the barber kept u p a
constant diatribe against the Moslems. We had introduced Ibrahim
to him, and this name can, of course, belong to Jews, Christians or
Moslems, since Abraham was the first of the Prophets. He must have
been certain that, as Christians, Englishmen would only associate
with Ibrahims of their own faith. I felt rather nettled, and said :
“ Then I must be the first Protestant you have ever had here.”
“ Probably, but you are at least a kind o f Christian, that is the
main thing.”
At this point a school was being pointed out, and Ibrahim whis
pered in English. “ You should not have said that. They are very
fanatical, and it is only words what he said about not disliking
Protestants. I think they really prefer Moslems. I was headmaster
of a primary school in a Christian village for two years; I made the
pupils attend their church after lessons, and for this they began to
love me.”
Ibrahim, with his massive, self-satisfied tolerance, and the Tel
Kayfi barber with his fanaticism, are both products o f an environ38
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meat. Islam can afford to be tolerant, having so greatly succeeded.
Tel K ayf is a Catholic island in this enorm ous sea; the sea m ay be
calm now, b u t in the past its storm s have been sudden and violent.
Certainly, more than a little o f the religious fervour which was
sensed in the thronged church was generated from a feeling th at
they were a small, isolated elite in a hostile society. W hether this
withdrawal into a kind of hundred per cent purity is the right way
of adapting themselves to w hat is, after all, their homeland, is doubt
ful. Other Christian groups are much less prickly, and m ore readily
mix and associate w ith people outside their own com m unity: pre
ferring to risk the dangers o f hum an relationship, trusting in funda
mental hum an solidarity, rather th an in the walls o f w hat is, when all
is said and done, a Christian ghetto.
The only beauty at Tel K ayf is o f occasional glimpses o f m ountain,
and some o f the women. These are renow ned fo r their fine figures
and faces, and m any o f them do seem to come u p to renow n. They
dress with a kind o f barbaric splendour, some o f them wearing little
conical caps of silver and other metals. There is n o art. O ur guide
showed a wall, a vacant lot covered with stones, a midden, a disused
monastery, a swampy reservoir, a mill for sesame, finally a kind o f
sewage ditch, “ the river o f Tel K ayf ” . I was so bemused, I m ur
mured, “ Shlon helu, how nice,” an d my inane rem ark was greeted
with smiles. “ H ow can you ?” said Alan. “ I d o n ’t even feel sorry
for them. If they have ten thousand people, surely they could set to
with spades and clean the place up.” A lan was a p roduct o f the
West, and its active form o f Christianity; he w as the spiritual descen
dant of Benedict, with his emphasis o n physical w ork. Tel Kayf,
though nominally Catholic, stems from th a t eastern C hristianity
whose monastic rules lim ited the num ber o f baths a m an might take
to three in a year.
The houses in which these devout fanatics live consist o f one long
room, off a minuscule courtyard, full o f hens. In the room , with its
low curved ceiling like a small railway tunnel, the num erous families
sit, eat and sleep. A kind o f divan on low trestles fringes the dingy
room ; at night they sleep head to foot in a fam iliar circle o f uncles,
aunts, children and parents. H eating is by mankalas, copper dishes
in which burning charcoal sends o u t an asphyxiating fume. Lighting
is by oil. The one product o f Tel K ay f is a powerful araq, whose
normal taste o f metal polish is enhanced by extra powerful gum mastio
sent up from Baghdad.' This is served in Czech tum blers kept per
manently coated w ith dust.
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Seeking something to admire, I commented on a really amazing
necklace which a young, and very pretty, girl was wearing. It
surrounded her neck with a blaze of Turkish and other gold coins.
“ It is worth seventy dinars” (210 dollars) she said as she too k off
the splendid trophy. Unfortunately, the coins were sewn on to a
cloth ground that looked as though it had n o t been washed since
Sultan Abdul Hamid died.
A Tel Kayfi home is full of religious pictures and commercial •
advertisements. St. George kills the dragon (a Moslem animal,
undoubtedly) and an American housewife smiles over a washingmachine. But in our guide’s house the votary lam p was burning
neither near the Saint nor near the washing-machine. I t was burning
beneath a panoramic photograph o f a dinner party in Detroit.
Ninety-six very American faces, the men in tuxedos, the women
in long gowns, stared out of the celluloid, into the dim h u t o f old
Tel Kayf, to meet the proud gaze o f the hawknosed barber with his
skullcap and encircling turban.
“ All from our family. That is my oldest brother, he is a grocer.
These are his three sons, and that is his daughter. She has married
the son of her maternal uncle,” he did not use th at cumbersome
phrase, Arabic has special words for all such relationships, and his
stout, friendly wife nodded, “ My brother, there he is.” H e is a
stout gentleman, manifestly prosperous. “ M y two boys are over
there now, but this picture was made some years ago.” There are a
lot of flags in the Detroit Assembly Rooms, the dresses o f the women,
too, recall the period at the end of the last war. “ The rest are all
sons of maternal uncles, maternal aunts, and they say they danced
the Debka the day they held this party. They remembered Tel
Kayf.”
“ Do they ever come back and settle here ?” I asked, thinking o f
the Greek or Lebanese emigrants, who return to their homelands
rich and influential.
“ Why should they ? They have electric light, cinemas, hotels,
dancings, and everyone loves them. Why should they come back to
Iraq ?”
Why should they indeed ? For a few minutes they may dance the
Debka, see through the flattering lenses o f memory a Tel K ayf th at
never was on land or sea, recall the songs and the prejudices o f this
village. Then, with relief, they return to D etroit, to automobiles,
cinemas, and crowded streets, where everyone is a Christian, “ just
like us ”.
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DELUSIONS AND PATHETIC
(O R NOT SO) FALLACIES
by SHAPURJI SORABJI
T WAS, I believe, Richard Aldington who said somewhere that
someone had besotted a perfectly good brain with too much
reading. T hat is even more acutely to the point if you substitute
the words music and concerts for books. Music, as I am never
tired o f dinning into the heads o f those who will listen to me, and
I don’t care in the least whether they do or don’t, it doesn’t detract
one iota from the truth of what I say, music partakes very much
o f the nature o f a dangerous drug or intoxicating liquor ; and very
clear and very strong heads are needed to withstand its demoralising
effects and preserve their mental edges intact after prolonged and
extensive contact with it. These effects could hardly have more
conspicuous exemplification than in the case of the audience of
those oddly called “ prom enade” concerts, so called, as I have
observed elsewhere, on the same principle that some noisome slum,
some miserable little suburban near-respectable hovels are called
Paradise Row, or “ C ap ri” or “ San R em o”.
Although year after year the same people go to listen to the
same programmes there is no discernible difference in the taste
and discrimination of the audience, who phrenetically applaud good,
indifferent or sheerly vile with sublime impartiality. It is plain
that all that matters to them is a noise, a musical noise in which
they wallow, and if this noise is, as it undoubtedly is to them,
since they have had to pay to go in and listen to it, a noise, as
G autier said, costlier than other noises, well that all adds to their
enjoyment, the discomfort, they being English, and discomfort in
this country being a very important ingredient in pleasure, as
Froissart discovered centuries ago, if they be standees all adding
fuel to the fire o f their delight. But let no one be deceived into
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thinking that this indicates any real interest, any discerning love
for and of music ; if this really existed the “ promenaders ” could
not tolerate five seconds o f most o f the performances they hear
without becoming homicidal, and if there were in these people
any profound musical instincts these would a t least be sharpened
by repeated performances, even if abominable, o f works they have
been hearing for years. This, it is blatantly obvious, is not the case.
This sort of thing, i.e., the promenade audience cram med in its
hundreds nightly, is supposed to be a p roof o f the ever-growing
love for and appreciation o f music, but o f course it is nothing o f
the sort, and the same remarks hold good all along the line, whether
it be in the “ superior ” field of the recital, or o f the opera. Here,
the decline in discrimination that has taken place is catastrophic.
Singers are listened to a t Covent Garden in these days, and
acclaimed as stars, who would not have been given jobs in the
Undermost rows of the chorus in the great days o f the old G rand
Opera Syndicate. That supremely great musician, Sir Thomas,
who can always be relied on to tell the truth however unflattering
to the vanity of a self-important complaisant contemporaneity
has recently declared that never were standards o f performance
in this country lower, and some o f us can well believe him.
The cult of the speedway virtuoso is, o f course, all p art o f the
same thing. Le grand public doesn’t go to hear great music, it
goes to hear how loud and how fast Mr. This, T hat or The O ther
plays — and if he plays both louder and faster th a n 'th e y have
hitherto heard, why he’s a great man. When one o f those horrid
little brats (human performing monkeys — if this were n o t a gross
affront to the monkeys) who get up in front o f a n orchestra and
wag a stick about as the orchestra play works th at they could play
blindfold, the crowd surpasses by thousands those for any event
of genuine musical importance. A nd you could n o t get near the
Albert Hall (you wouldn’t even have wanted to if you cared one
farthing about music) when there is there one o f those fantastic
females from Subterranea with a range we are told higher and lower
than anyone else yet or ever (such a pity her range is n o t so low
and so high as to be beyond the limits o f audibility — in which
case she would be even more interesting).
But, you may say, one should not take too seriously the aber
rations of an ignorant and uncritical public. The musicians know
better. Do they ? And how far does their better-knowing go ?
I have dealt in my book M i Contra Fa with some o f the unutterable
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balderdash the critics and musicians talk about it, so I will not go
over that ground again here, the “ expressive ” power o f music,
i.e., its power alleged to express certain definite and precise con
ceptions that can already be expressed with utter precision in
words, is one of them. This it is amusing, if hardly edifying, to
note has led one notorious academic practitioner, in a book
purporting to be a treatise on composition, to give a tabulated list
o f the emotions with directions fo r their musical expression. And,
in passing, what could be more preposterous than a book on how
to compose, who but that type o f musical practitioner would think
it possible o r even have the nerve to try and write a book about it ?
O f all the matters on which the greatest nonsense is talked none
has a greater abundance than what is called inspiration. Speaking
for myself, I find not only acutely embarrassing but rather im
pertinent those probings, questings and muckrakings in one’s
unconscious (that I believe is the correctly fashionable cant-phrase)
as to w hat I was thinking of (I never of course have the faintest
notion), how I came to write (I never know that either) such-andsuch a work. W hat any creative artist worthy o f the name can
say roundly is that in any large conception what is called
“ inspiration” plays to sheer hard work, hard thought and
drudgery the proportion o f one grain to one ton — if that be not
too liberal an estimate on the side o f the “ inspiration ” business.
Consider for a moment the sheer mental effort o f co-ordination
and organisation involved in the writing of a great work like a
Mahler Symphony — the last and greatest symphonies given to
the world, the supreme and final development of the form, it seems
to me. How much hard thought has to go to the mere writing
down o f the notes o f such a work, when you bear in mind that
some twenty o r so o f the instruments for which you write sound
different notes from those you write for them, and that if you want
such-and-such you must write different ones (a commonplace, this,
o f every score naturally, but increased ten-fold when you come to
a score o f the elaboration and intricacy o f one o f Mahler’s, who
was one o f the greatest masters o f the orchestra that have ever
been known). Consider also that you have, at any given moment,
to be able to hear, to pre-hear the vertical and horizontal effect
o f any particular passage and the whole, then ask yourself what
“ inspiration ” has to do with all that as opposed to sheer hard —
and very hard — thought. I recall an amusing incident some years
ago in my flat in London. I was working on a very large score,
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of some forty staves to a page, in a room where an electrician was
working. He paused for a moment to watch me, and remarked,
“ Ah, it must be jolly nice for you gents just sitting down and working
when you feels like it wotever kums into yer ’eads
I looked at
the creature for a moment, then I proceeded to try and tell him in
words o f one letter what exactly was involved in the sheer effort
of memory of compass of instruments, their capacity in various
registers, their power or not o f blending with certain others, one’s
own power of inner hearing to realise o r try, mentally, the effect
of a certain combination o f instruments before one set about
writing one single note, and that before any o f th at one had to
have had years and years of hard study and preparation on top of
innate ability. I flatter myself that I left him, as indeed 1 intended
to do, a little shattered.
I mention this incident as an illustration o f one very prevalent
popular delusion about the way the creative musician works, i.e.,
jabbing down any old thing — the first thing — th at comes into
his head any old how. I recall once being asked by a M ajorGeneral if I “ composed ” my own music. I gaped at him in blank
amazement. Did he suggest that I got somebody else to write
it for me like Horatio Bottomley his “ ro u n sin g ” journalistic
efforts ? Oh, no, he didn’t mean that. “ Y ou o f course write
the ‘ air ’ — who composes it for you ?” It then dawned upon me
just what he was driving at. He was thinking of certain very popular
concoctions of “ musicals ”, with words and music so we are
assured, but which those of us in the know know to have been
arranged, orchestrated and generally groomed by far better men,
far better musicians, than the alleged composers, whose p a rt in
the proceedings has been limited to a sitting at the keyboard and
banging out with one finger a few catchy tunes that they happen
to have the cheap knack of being able to toss off. M y MajorGeneral thought that I farmed out my work like that, and was
quite shocked when he was told that I did the whole job myself.
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T he Fall o f France, Major-General Sir Edward Spears, Heinemann,
25s.
E are confident that Hitler’s mechanised hordes will never
get to Paris. But should they come so fa r... we shall defend
every stone, every clod of earth, every lamp-post, every building,
for we would rather have our city razed to die ground than fall
into the hands of the Germans.”
These words, from a French Government spokesman on 9th
June 1940, may be set beside Sir Winston Churchill’s well-known
speech to the House of Commons a few days earlier : “ We shall
fight on the beaches, we shall fight in the fields ” and so on. Both
were typically politicians’ utterances ; the difference between
them, looked at historically, is that the Frenchman’s words were
put to the test of reality within a week, whereas the Englishman’s
boast was destined to remain an empty one, since the Germans
never crossed the Channel.
It is idle to speculate on what would have happened if the Channel
had no t existed. One thing is certain : the speeches of politicians,
however brave and stirring, would not have affected the issue,
which would largely have depended, as it did in France, upon the
relative strength o f German and English armour and aircraft, and
also, to some extent, upon the behaviour o f the civilian population.
The only evidence we have to go on is what happened to the English
army in France in May 1940.
Throughout his book, General Spears pretends that the realities
of w ar do not exist. All that matters is that politicians, and
generals too if they can be so persuaded, should continue to shout
defiantly that they are winning the war, however obvious it may be
to everyone that, in fact, they are not. No wonder the French
generals were irritated beyond endurance by this attitude, and
by the censorious admonitions to France to go on fighting while
English troops were embarking for home in French ports, and the
bulk o f the exiguous English air force was (quite rightly) being saved
for the defence o f the homeland. The French begged for more
fighter cover for their armies ; the English turned them down.
H alf the book is taken up by these reiterated demands and refusals.
Sir Winston Churchill’s promise to France, on 11th June, of
a couple of divisions within a fortnight and twenty-five more by
M arch 1941, made when the French armies were at their last gasp
facing one hundred and twenty-four German divisions, was
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described by General Weygand as dirisoire. He might well have
used a stronger term. At the same conference, which took place
at Briare after the Government had left Paris, General Weygand
“ was launched on his favourite theme, the folly o f having embarked
on war at all. ‘ I wish to place on record that I consider that those
responsible embarked upon the war very lightly
he said.
Churchill and Eden quickly changed the subject, as well they might.
The cap fitted.
After further argument about whether the R.A.F. could be used
in the battle, Marshal Petain spoke. “ He was calm, detached.. . .
He wished, he said, to support General Weygand in his contention
that the present war in no way resembled the last o n e .. . . ‘ In
those days there were sixty British divisions in the line.’ He then
paused and said gravely, alluding to Churchill’s advocacy of fighting
in Paris : * To make Paris into a city of ruins will not affect the
issue
There was a rather painful pause, brought to an end by
Eden ” — who told one of those cheering stories which were being
spread by neutrals about the very heavy losses the Germans had
suffered. For Churchill, with his usual disregard for the con
sequences, “ urged the French to fight in Paris, describing how a
great city, if stubbornly defended, absorbed immense armies,”
writes General Spears. He adds : “ The French perceptibly froze
at this ” . N ot only Frenchmen, but the whole civilised world
owes a debt of gratitude to General Weygand and M arshal Pdtain
for saving Paris from this senseless destruction. General Weygand
declared the incomparably beautiful capital an open city that
same evening.
But Sir Winston was determined not to let France fall without
making one supreme effort to bolster her strength and morale.
On 16th June he made his great offer on the telephone ; France
and England were to be united as one country, “ the FrancoBritish Union ” . Since no soldiers or airmen could be spared to
help France on the eve of defeat, the Prime Minister offered himself
and a bunch of politicians instead — as if France had not enough
politicians already. Reynaud at first received the idea enthusi
astically, but presumably the soldiers pointed out th at it would not
make a pin of difference. No more was heard o f i t ; the battle
of France was lost.
General Spears’ book should be read by everybody interested
in the second World War, for his work placed him at the very
centre o f affairs, where he was an observant onlooker. He can
describe men and events vividly. Even those who agree with the
French lady who said to him : “ I hate the war. It is the fault
o f your country. You bear a heavy responsibility, you were a
belliciste, like your Churchill” — even they must be glad that
General Spears was there to describe Reynaud, Petain, de Gaulle,
Weygand and the rest, their words and their actions, in those
fateful June days.
D.M .
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The D em on o f P rogress in th e A rts , Wyndham Lewis, Methuen,
12s. 6d.
HE “ M YTHS ” OF PROGRESS, revolution, primitivism and
literary modes were dissected a generation ago by Mr. W yndham
Lewis in his masterly w ork Time and The Western M an. A few years
later he dealt with another aspect o f the m odern infantilism—youth
politics. The Doom o f Youth was so well documented th at it was
unanswerable. The only answers given were squeals o f libel threaten
ing by the im itation children whose w ork h ad provided M r. Lewis
with his raw material. This, it was said, frightened the publisher
into withdrawing the book from circulation.
The Demon o f Progress in the A rts analyzes the parallel phenomena
in a sphere where M r. W yndham Lewis’s own lifetime o f experience
has given him an unequalled knowledge and insight. Why have so
many painters o f our time been the victim o f an artistic infantile
paralysis ? “ The painter ” , M r. Lewis tells us, “ has a tendency to
regard himself as somewhat o f a ‘ dum b ox ’, as a painting animal.”
Perhaps this is because many painters are conscious o f their cultural
limitations “ owing to the necessity o f having to acquire their
training in the techniques o f their craft a t an age which precludes
the acquisition o f any o f those useful things which lift a man above
the helpless level of the labourer.” Unless they sta rt their training
early they find themselves as handicapped as a man o f twenty-two
just beginning his schooling in the three R ’s.
This would explain why the painter has been so easily imposed
upon by the dialectician who has worked u p a sm attering o f “ art”
jargon. He has been made to feel th a t unless he paints in a given way
he will not be “ contem porary ” ju st as a woman is made to wear an
ugly hat by a shop assistant who tells her th at all others are out of
date. But the “ latest fashion ” in painting has now been the same
thing for at least fifty years.
In The Writer and the Absolute W yndham Lewis described the
collapse o f nearly all current literary criticism into the political
question “ Are you going my way ?” W ith this criteria authors
have been silenced by a conspiracy o f noise and armies o f political
word-men have been heralded as creative writers o f genius.
Where the painters have restricted themselves to the arid paths o f '
abstraction laid down by the a rt dialecticians they too have been
swamped. T hat sort o f thing is so much easier than real painting
that they have been reduced to the level o f thousands o f hacks who
have turned to abstract as a means o f becoming notorious, ergo
great, overnight.
Mr. Lewis illustrates amply bo th in the text and with plates that
it is not the element o f experiment in m odern painting which he
criticizes. This has always been, though it is only one aspect of art.
N or is he upholding Academy standards. F or the young artist o f
today there is no public unless he either goes to the Academy or
follows the pundit-prophets into the desert o f the brave new world.
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The part played by the dialectician or political revolutionary in
stampeding the painters into an artistic suicide is further illustrated
by a quotation from Malraux (late Communist; now in de Gaulle’s
H.Q.). This describes how artists who go to school with the primitive,
like the madman and the savage, implicitly challenge the European
civilization which gave them their birth and intellectual being.
“ And our revival of these forms, like our appreciation o f them,
carries with it an appeal to forces latent below the conscious threshold
. . . The powers o f darkness of the Christian past, the Freudian devil,
and the devil of Bikini—all wear the same aspect. And the more
ground these new demons gain in Europe, the more her art tends to
hark back to the mood o f earlier cultures plagued by their appro
priate devils. This Europe of phantom cities is not more devastated
than is the idea of Man that once was hers.”
To this Mr. Lewis adds that he himself could not have dissected
with more understanding “ the major impetus responsible for much
of the painting, sculpture and design in our time . . . Malraux . . .
applauds the coming back into currency o f the diabolic . . . Where
Malraux and I differ is that I am not one of those who climb upon the
band wagon of the Fiend.”
H arvey B l a c k .
D ea d M a n in th e S ilv e r M a rk e t, Aubrey M enen, Cbatto and
W indus, 8s. 6d.

NLY THE most bigoted nationalist would nowattem pt to defend
all the old racial prides and prejudices, which have been subjected
to such a merciless barrage by anthropologists, biologists and
humanitarians that little is left of them. But have they ever faced
such an attack as that mounted by Mr. Aubrey Menen and his dry,
satirical humour ?
Mr. Menen should have been bom with a strange assortment o f
national prejudices — or with none. He claims that his mother
was Irish and his father an Indian, and says of him self;

O

Shortly after I was born it became clear that both strains o f
my ancestry had taken part in shaping me. I had inherited from
my Indian side a brown complexion ; and I began to talk
volubly at an early age.
It was decided to bring up this Indo-Irishman as an Englishman,
and off he was sent to a most English o f schools. There he learned
o f the privileges of being born within the British Empire (as it
then was). Impressed on his schoolboy memory was the vision
of British ships “ loaded to the Plimsoll line ” with pregnant women
of diverse nationalities, all determined that their children should be
born beneath the “ Red Duster ” .
But the English schoolboy was taken on a visit to his Indian
grandmother, who held strong views on the “ dirty English ” who
took only one bath a day and even then actually sat in the water
instead of calling on a servant to pour it over them ; the English
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who sat facing each other a t table, watching each other e a t : who
allowed widows to re-marry. His faith in the “ English way o f
life” was badly shaken.
M r. Menen’s description o f life in India is so witty that the
reader will regret the death of his Irish grandm other before his
birth, so that he pays only a fleeting visit to Ireland and dismisses
that country in a couple o f pages.
A clever and amusing book — b u t is its message completely
true ? A re there really “ n o national virtues,” as the author
claims ? The publishers anticipate o u r objections with their
statement th at the w ork will “ unfuriate the sourpusses ” . I
sincerely hope I am no sourpuss, and I found the book far too
entertaining to be infuriated. I experienced rather a feeling of
regret that M r. Menen, because o f his dual heritage, has no roots
and no real affinity with either England or India. In his own
words, “ . . . I determined that I would be independent o f both
groups, and that I would be myself ” . If both his parents had been
Indian, be could have “ been him self ” and laughed a t the nabobs
and the fakirs — while preserving a profound respect for the real
national virtues o f India and o f all Asia ; if bo th his parents had
been English o r Irish, he could have brought his satire to bear
upon the m ore absurd English conventions o r upon the more
extraordinary foibles o f the Irish — while m aintaining his love
for England o r Ireland and o f the continent o f Europe to which
both have contributed so much.
G.V.
P rU o n e r o f P ea c e, The Britons Publishing Company, 15s.

H E PU BLIC will have to reconsider the opinion they must
have formed, from reading the national press before and during
the last war, o f R udolf Hess and his companions and associates.
They know, already, probably, the story o f his rem arkable flight to
England. The account given in this book (taken from the corres
pondence which passed between Hess and his wife) makes the object
and circumstances o f this flight clear — no question here o f a
“ quarrel among the Nazi leaders ” , o r a megalomaniac desire on
the author’s p art for dram atic action and notoriety.
W hat does emerge is that Hess was, and still is, a serious man,
free from frivolity and extravagance, yet hum orous and human, a
Socialist and idealist whose faults were those o f sentimentalism and
failure to appreciate the sloth and selfishness o f his fellow men and
women.
The descriptions o f scenery, the accounts o f his love of music, and
his courageous gaiety in the face o f danger and the demoralising
drabness o f prison life, should endear him to the English, to whom in
character he is so much akin.
How far the public connected his action with the subsequent
German attack on Russia, and the possibility th at he came to seek
our help, is a question the intelligent reader must ask himself.
E.B.
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Short Story

A CHARLATAN
SITS IN THE SHADOWS
by A. J. BEVAN

M

Y ROOM has a high window. It is barred and is my only
contact with the world beyond the walls.
As I drove to tins building I noticed it stood on high ground
looking down over the old Cathedral from which it draws the first
part of its name.
The town lies in a valley and on the opposite hill to my prison is
the Cathedral. I remember seeing it as we turned to drive through
the gates on my arrival three years ago. This is the last time I saw
it in its entirety, though I can still see p art of it from my high window.
I can see the top of the spire. It has a cross on it and I can see the
cross. It has been my distance and my world beyond the walls
since those gates closed behind me.
I have liked the summer while I have’ been here for I can stand
upon the table in my cell and look at the spire and at the blue sky
that lies between it and me.
At first my jailers did not like my standing on the table and would
shout at me through the peephole in the door. I do n o t know why
they objected for I never stood thus before I had finished my
allotted task. Perhaps they were afraid that the intensity o f my
thoughts would bring about a change to my body and th at I would
be transformed into a winged creature and fly upwards to the blue
sky that I watched so closely. I do not think they thought like this.
My jailers have shown no sign of indulgence in spacious thinking.
I expect they were merely trying to protect G overnment property
from my scraping feet. They don’t mind now. They have got used
to my madness.
My cell is always in shadow and I am the charlatan who sits in its
dark embrace. Even the powerful electric light does not eliminate
the shadow and I have liked it in it and imagine the world go by.
As I sit in the shadow I think about th a t spire and I think o f the
cross. It reminds me of another spire and another cross at which I
used to look when I was in prison before. W hen I was in prison for
serving my country, and not, as now, for breaking her laws.
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I leave this place tomorrow. My time is done. I go forward to
the future and emerge from the past where I have lived for three
years. The struggle to get my food will begin again, the search for a
roof to protect me from the weather, the getting of clothes to keep
the cold from my body. It will be nice to be warm again. I have not
been warm for a long time.
I do not expect anyone to be waiting for me. I have no parents
or brothers and sisters. They are gone and it is just as well. My
friends will have gone. Gone with the stream of life. Gone with the
current to the sea of their destiny. That same current that washed me
to the bank where 1 stuck fast, imprisoned in the reeds.
They say life never stands still. It is for those who fall out that
- life stops. Life goes rushing forward too eagerly to pause to give a
tow to those struggling in the reeds and bring them back into the
current.
Tomorrow, I shall be launched upon the stream again, and it will
not slow down its pace so that I may get used to it.
There is no one I love waiting for me. I thought there would be
when I first came here. I believed she would wait for me to join her.
The time was too long for her and who shall blame her ? Why
should she wait for a buried man to be unearthed ?
She told me she could not wait. She told me in this building
across a narrow table, with a warder sitting there as a referee. She
had waited for me in the War, with honour and hope in her heart,
but she could not wait for me without these two and so she had
come to tell me th at she was going from me and that she was
moving on with the rest of the world.
I can understand her now. I could not, then. I cursed her until
they took me away. I had one of my frenzies and I cursed the
world. M y jailers called upon me to stop but I would not. They
came to me and restrained me. I resented this and struggled. They
were fearful that I might be impaired in some way and that I should
not be fit to be hurled back into the battle as I am going to be
tomorrow.
I look round my cell as I have done thousands of times before.
This time the wall, the little window, my bed, table and chair have a
new meaning. They have been part of my prison until now. Austere
and forbidding like everything else about this place, as if they were
saturated with the sufferings o f those they have to serve, and were
afraid o f showing their feelings.
They do not appear like that to me tonight. They represent
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protection. It seems as if they are saying goodbye to me, and for a
minute, I want to clutch them and never let them go. “ Our duty
is done ” they seem to say. “ Our duty is done, for we will not serve
you tomorrow. Other walls will hold you, another door will
enclose you, another window will give you light. You will be able
to open that door when you wish, and that other window will bring
you the smell of the trees and fields if you want them. It will bring
you the roar of a city’s traffic if you want it. They will be your
servants as we have never been. Tomorrow we will guard someone
else who will hate us just as you hated us at first. Someone else will
ask us for our protection on just such a night as this. Ask us to
shield them as you are asking us.”
Tomorrow I must go back to places where smooth tongues and
sharp wits prevail. Back to the genteel jungle which is the world.
I have a smooth tongue. That is my trade. Silvery words can
fall freely from my lips to charm other men’s money from their
pockets. M yw itsm ustbesharpandpliantfortheyarem y only asset.
Some men call it “ blarney ”, others, “ telling the tale ”, b u t I
know I would never succeed if it were not for the greed o f my
fellow men. Offer them something for nothing and they regard you
as foolish, and when they do that I can do as I will with them. How
many times have I watched them as I unfolded my “ propositions ”
to them ? Their eyes become acute and secret. They are wondering
how quickly they can make a fool of me. W hat I offer them appears
to be all profit to them with none for me. They only think o f them
selves. I do not think of them, and I do not care whether they suffer
or lose any more than they care if I suffer and lose. They are out to
swindle me because they believe what I am telling them. Greed
has blinded them and that is when I score.
They pay me for goods I can never deliver because I do not own
them and have never owned them, and while they are paying me for
something they can never get they are thinking—
“ The fool, what he offers is worth twice as much.”
When they find they have been tricked it is rare for them to do
anything about me for they do not like to advertise to the world
that they are fools. For this reason, in nine cases out of ten, they do
not go to the police, but lick their wounds in secret and in silence
and I go on my way unmolested.
It was the tenth case that cost me three years. I t always does.
My story was diamonds then. Diamonds th at should n o t be in
England and were therefore cheap. My victim had been high in the
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service o f his government, but th at did not deter him from wanting
something for practically nothing. I told him the tale well and I
received the money for my diamonds. They existed and were most
real, but unfortunately for my victim, they only existed in my brain.
So often had I talked to him of them th a t they became real to me and
that made my story strong.
The day came when I was to deliver them. I used an accomplice
for the first time. Usually I hunt alone.
I went to my m an who had paid me for the diamonds and told
him th at all was lost. I told him th a t the diamonds were smuggled
and that the police knew that they were being offered for sale.
Furthermore they knew that I was offering them. I told him that I
could not give him his money back because I had paid it out for the
diamonds I could not now get. M y victim was so frightened that he
told me th at he wanted nothing m ore to do with the affair. He said
that he did not care if he never saw his money again as long as he
could escape to safety. It was at this juncture that I introduced my
confederate. He came up to me and said th at he wanted to speak to
me. I pretended to be irate at being so addressed and he produced
what looked like a w arrant card which he held in such a way that tny
victim could see it too. This made him more frightened than ever
and he tried to get away. The “ policeman ” stopped him saying
that he wanted to question him after he had questioned me. This put
him in a fine panic. The “ policeman ” managed to quieten him with
a suggestion th a t if he were squared he need say no more about the
diamonds providing they did not change hands. H e said he needed
four hundred pounds to keep his silence. The victim handed over
four hundred pounds with alacrity and disappeared. The “ police
man ” and I went on our way rejoicing. It showed me an extra four
hundred pounds profit for the police trick was my idea. Some o f it I
had to share, but no matter.
I had no t counted upon w hat happened then. My victim was
married and his wife was a woman o f strong character. He had not
told hex o f his nefarious deal with m e until he had lost his money and
paid his bribe. H e confided in her then and she did not believe his
story or mine. She over-rode his fears and went to the police. I was
too sure o f myself and had not moved from my usual haunts, so
they caught me quite easily. They did not get the money for I had
salted that away with a friend named Mackay before they got me.
They did no t get the “ policeman ” and I did not squeal which is
why I got such a long sentence.
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My confederate still thinks that the diamonds really existed. He
thinks I have hidden them. He thinks I am a smuggler, although I
was never charged with it. He thinks what when I leave prison I
will take the diamonds and sell them. Greed has blinded him. He
has been to see me twice to tell me he will help me. He did not say
it like that because the warder was listening but I understood what
he meant. He will be my first chicken to pluck. I despise him. I will
be a confidence man for the last time.
This afternoon I have seen the governor. He has had his last say
to me. He sat mouthing words at me. He said all the old things.
“ I hope I never see you again in these circumstances—A new
life is ahead of you—It’s what you make it—e tc .. .
He was saying his piece like a little girl at a children’s party.
I didn’t listen to him. He has represented the enemy to me for
too long. I have represented the problems of his calling. W e are
quits. He doesn’t really believe that men like me ever change. He
might have once, but doesn’t now.
I have seen the chaplain who has led me to believe that he has
fired olf his rockets to Heaven on my behalf in order th at my soul
shall be saved. I know he has not done this with any great ardour.
He has been a prisoner too long himself.
The welfare officer has told me that I will be helped when I go
back to the world. He knows that I will be patronised but there is
nothing he can do about it.
They all know they cannot help me and that I am the only person
who can.
Tomorrow I shall be taken to the great gate and thrust through it
and left to fend for myself. They will give me money to go home
knowing that I have no home to go to. They all know that w hat
they do is futile. It is their duty. That is why words come so wearily
to their lips.
The dawn is creeping up the sky. I climb upon my table. I cannot
see my spire.
“ Never mind ” I say to myself. “ It can wait. In a few hours I
shall see it as a free man.”
Soon they will start shouting outside my door. It is just a noise
to me now. A noise I must obey with certain actions.
I rise stiffly from the chair in which I have sat all night. I lie down
on my bed. It is as if I am saying goodbye to a familiar friend.
I must have slept for my cell is full of sun. It is over. I am on my
way out. What lies ahead of me ? Only my greedy friend whom I
hate.
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The gate has closed behind me. I am to be taken to the station and
put on a train for London. They, who have kept me here, wish me
hence. Nobody is waiting for me save my plain-clothes escort. I say
to him—
“ I was expecting someone to take me home.”
“ Y ou can’t wait here,” he says, “ perhaps they will be at the
station.”
He is at the station. H e has come on an early train fearful that I
shall go forth into the world with my secret and be lost.
I get into a third-class carriage. M y escort leaves me. My un
lucky friend gets in and sits opposite to me. The train starts to move
slowly and I look back dow n the platform . I have forgotten about
the cross and the spire. I see something else. I see her. The girl who
left me to join the world. She is running and peering into the
carriages as she runs. She jum ps into one further down the train.
I hope I do n ot see her until I have dealt with the m an sitting opposite
to me. The train has no corridor so I am safe from her for a little
while. I am alone in the carriage w ith my confederate.
As the train gathers speed he leans forward confidentially. There
is apprehension in his eyes. H e does no t know w hat I am going to
be like now I am free and no longer helpless. I enjoy th at look. I
want more o f it.
“ W hat have you come all this way for ?” I say.
“ To see you,” he says, “ to talk a little business.”
“ Y ou’re a fool.” I say, “ to take the risk o f being seen with me.
How do you know they are n o t w atching us ?”
“ We’re safe enough. N obody suspects me o f anything,” he says.
I can see th at he does not feel sure o f this.
“ W hat do you w ant ?” I ask him.
“ Y ou know w hat I w ant,” he answers. “ Y ou said we’d do some
thing about those diam onds when you came out.”
“ I said I would do something ab o u t those diam onds.”
“ Y ou know you cannot get rid o f them yourself: Y ou’re ticket of
leave still. They’ll catch you fo r sure.”
“ All right. W here do you come in ?”
“ I can get rid o f them for you. I ’ve got it all arranged.”
“ W here will you take them ?”
“ Amsterdam,” he says. “ I ’ll only be gone two days. Y ou wait
for me in London.”
Amsterdam indeed !
“ Y ou m ust think I ’m a bloody fool. Prison may have done a
lot but it didn’t give me softening o f the brain.”
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“ What do yon mean,” he asks. “ Y ou and I used to be pals.”
“ Do you think I’m going to hand you fifteen thousand pounds
worth of diamonds and hope you will come home to me with the
money ? I’d never see you again and you know it. I w ant an in
surance.”
“ How much ?” he looks hurt and he puts his hand in his inside
pocket. “ I haven’t got much here.”
“ Ten per cent will do me and I want it in cash.”
“ Fifteen hundred in cash ! I don’t carry that on me.”
“ Don’t worry. I can get rid of them myself.”
“ You can’t,” he says. “ Look—I thought you might be funny so
I brought some cash with me. I’ve got a thousand here. Will that
do ?”
“ It will do for now, but you don’t get the diamonds till I get the
other five hundred.”
There is silence. I watch his face working. Greed, doubt,
triumph, aU these emotions flit across his face. Inside I ’m laughing.
He braces himself.
“ All right,” he says. “ I’ll get it when we get to London. I’ll meet
you somewhere and give it to you.”
“ I’ll come with you while you fetch it. I ’m not hanging around.
I’ve got work to do.”
I give him a confidential smile, as if I loved him. H e hands over
the thousand which I stow away in an inside pocket.
He talks to me but I don’t listen. I am thinking o f the girl some
where on this train and 1 wonder what she is thinking.
We arrive and I get out on to the platform and look around.
“ Come on we’ll get a taxi and I’ll get the rest. Then you can go
to work.” He gives me a friendly shove in the ribs.
“ AU right,” I say.
I have seen her and she has seen ine and is running tow ards me.
“ I’ve found you,” she says.
“ What for ?” I ask.
She looks at me and says, “ D on’t you w ant me now ? I went
all the way to find you but you had gone.”
“ I thought you had finished with me. You told me th at a year
ago. What’s made you change your mind ?”
She looks as if she is going to cry and I feel as if I am going to, to o .,
“ I ’U go then,” and she turns away.
“ You can come with us if you like. I ’d like to know w hat your
game is.”
“ I have no game. I thought I could not bear the loneliness waiting
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for yon. I found when I left you, I was wrong. I didn’t come and see
you anymore. I thought you might say you didn’t want to see me.
I couldn’t have borne that.”
" Come on,” I say.
The man behind me is getting impatient.
We get into a thxi. He tells the driver to go to a Safe Deposit
somewhere in the Strand. He goes into the Safe Deposit. I don’t
speak to the girl while he is gone. He comes back and thrusts an
envelope through the window.
“ There it is,” he says.
“ All right,” I say, “ I’ll bring ’em round to Dominie’s Bar
tom orrow morning. Have a drink waiting for me.”
I gjve him a wink. He seems to think we’re friends. I feel I’ve
purged myself o f something.
’’ All right,” he says, “ see you tomorrow.”
We smile a t each other as I leave him. We are both very happy.
The driver turns round and asks where we want to go.
“ Just drive. I’U tell you later,” I tell him.
1 take hold of the girl’s hand.
" Are you coming with me ?”
“ I f you want me,” she answers.
1 find I am kissing her. I am crying a little. She is crying, too.
“ Drive me to Mackay’s Fish Bar,” I tell the driver and I tell him
an address in Soho.
1 go into the shop. Mackay is there.
” I know what you want,” he says and hands me a bundle.
“ It’s all there,” he says.
" Y ou’d better have some,” 1 say.
“ N o,” he says, “ you need it now. Got to start again.”
He sees the girl looking out o f the taxi window.
’* Come and see me when you’ve had a holiday,” he says.
I get back into the taxi. I now have six thousand pounds in my
pocket.
’* Where shall we go,” asks the girl.
“ Y ou tell him and make it miles away.”
She tells him some station. I put my head on her shoulder. I am
very tired. I have played my last trick and I don’t regret i t
I look at the driver’s broad back.
“ Drive,” I say to myself, and I squeeze the girl’s hand and look
into her eyes.
'* Drive fast and take a charlatan from the shadow where he has
sat so long, and bring him into the light.”
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LETTERS
THE FACTS OF LIFE
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
Lady Redesdale’s letter in your December issue on my article
“ The Facts o f Life ”, which appeared in September and dealt with
Professor Darlington’s book of that name, raises some interesting
points. I should be grateful for the hospitality of your columns to
enable me to reply at some length.
She attributes to me the theory that “ heredity is all, environment
nothing, in the making of the human being.” It may be th at my
article did convey that impression, but it was not meant. The
operative phrase was “ If we are to believe Professor Darlington, the
genetic element in human nature is disconcertingly im portant.”
But as far as “ the making of the human being ” , as an individual,
is concerned, Lady Redesdale is certainly right in thinking that
environment is very important too. A man’s genetic character is a
potentiality. Whether, and how, it is realised depends on his en
vironment.
Where heredity becomes much more im portant than environment
is when we are concerned not with the individual but with the family
and the community. For whatever a man’s environment, the heredity
he passes on to his children is changed not one iota. A nd a modern
community approximates to the condition where, pace Lady Redes
dale, “ heredity is all, environment nothing.”
This may at first reading seem a very sweeping statement. It does
not, of course, apply to primitive communities which are to an
appreciable extent at the mercy of their environment and whose
heredity is in fact shaped by the environment through the action o f
natural selection. But civilised man, to a greater and greater extent,
shapes his own environment which is therefore an expression o f
himself. To be more precise, the environment of a civilised community
is “ an enormous diversity of environments, the creation of a genera
tion of genetically diversified men and groups o f men ” —to quote
Professor Darlington.
Another of Lady Redesdale’s points is : “ I must p art company
when I am to have no ‘ magic ’, no ‘ vitalism ’. F or the history of
the genes leaves out the all-important experience, w ithout which
they are nothing at all, namely the arrival of life ”—and what life is.
These questions, though in themselves interesting and im portant,
are not the questions Professor Darlington’s book tried to answer.
What life is remains, I gather, as great a mystery to scientists as it
ever was, so whether one believes life is the breath of God or postu
lates a materialist explanation remains a matter o f opinion. Here
nobody is denying Lady Redesdale her vitalism. Professor Darling
ton’s contention is that certain extremely im portant facts about how
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life works have been discovered which are largely ignored by non
specialist opinion. In matters o f heredity, he tells us, vitalism is
outdated.
Lastly, Lady Redesdale upholds the idea o f racial superiority
which I, following Professor Darlington, reject. The professor reasons
as follows : “ When we ask whether one woodman’s axe is better
than another we mean better for felling trees . . . But when we com
pare men or different groups of men the implication that the men are
to be used for a particular purpose is not understood.” Lady
Redesdale says it is not necessary to assume a purpose when assessing
superiority and asserts : “ A people shows its quality in every walk
of life.” She points out that “ the so-called backward races have
lived the same long centuries on earth but have simply been unable
to accomplish what the others attained.” Environment has no part
in this difference as “ each people creates its environment from
within itself.”
If by a people’s “ quality ” Lady Redesdale had meant “ nature ” ,
“ character ” , “ Eigenschaft ” , she would have made a very pro
found observation in saying it was manifest in every walk of life.
And this is something that every honest observer will notice. An
eminent and intelligent Jamaican recently returned to his country
after a European tour, and made—according to newspaper reports
—at least one very acute observation on a racial difference. He says
he went to a large Stockholm restaurant to have a meal. He was
impressed by the fact that the sound of the conversation did not
rise above a hum, although the restaurant was full, and noted that
in Jam aica a dozen people in a restaurant would have made more
noise in their conversation than the hundred or more Swedes. If
more mass observation o f this kind were to be made we would get
somewhere in our attem pt to find out just what racial difference is.
For the noise in a restaurant is measurable; and as it has no moral
connotation it does not arouse passions or prejudices.
But directly this notion o f superiority comes in by the door,
scientific observation flies out by the window. Racial superiority is
something that cannot be measured because no two opinions can
be alike as to what it is. It is noticeable that when Lady Redesdale
describes the criteria o f her “ superiority ” she says : “ There would
be more vitality, more energy, more brain and better work in all
spheres from the ' superior ’ race ” (my italics). This is very well in
theory. But I suggest that in this universal sense it is impossible to
say that one of the major races on this earth is superior to another.
So the absence of any concrete measurable and indisputable basis for
his opinion must lead the apostle of superiority to believe that
there is some vitalistic, non-measurable quality attached to a race as
such. This can easily bring him to the preposterous notion that
John Straffen is superior to Dr. Bunche. The manifest injustice of
this leads many people to the opposite absurdity—one of today’s
most prized shibboleths—that a man’s race only determines his
appearance and nothing else.
Nevertheless, Lady Redesdale’s point that the so-called backward
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races have been on the earth as long as the civilised ones remains to
be answered. I indicated earlier the general principle that civilisation
is control of environment and therefore while in every case genetics
and environment interact, in a primitive race environment tends to
shape heredity through selection while in an advanced race the
genetic character tends to create the environment. Therefore, Lady
Redesdale’s remark that “ each people creates its environment from
within itself ” only applies significantly to peoples which are already
fairly advanced. It cannot to the same extent apply at the stages
when it is determined whether a people will advance or not. Just
what factors do make for the establishment o f a civilisation is a
subject too vast for this letter to attempt, but I would suggest that
they were mainly environmental.
In this respect one of the most important elements in a primitive
people’s environment is any civilisation with which it may come into
contact. To Lady Redesdale, the Teuton o f the time o f Arminius
would have seemed immensely inferior to his Roman adversary. He
was still backward, though his ancestors had lived on this earth the
same long centuries as those of the Romans. But his descendants,
thanks to contact with Roman and Mediterranean culture, have
played a leading part in building what is in measurable terms the
greatest civilisation the world has ever seen.
Yours, etc.,
K e n n e t h F is h e r .

London, N.W.6.
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
I wonder if Mr. Kenneth Fisher would be kind enough to tell us
where Freud “ relates all mental disorders to events in the patient’s
past, that is to his environment, and ignores the possibility o f their
being innate and therefore incurable” ; also where Spengler’s
“ observation that each ‘ culture ’, a few centuries after attaining
‘ civilisation ’, must perish ” , may be found. The italics are mine.
One may add that “ genetical determination ” o f a criminal
tendency (how far has this been corroborated by any investigator
aware o f Wilhelm Reich’s work, for example, on character-armour?)
does not involve genetical determination of criminal behaviour. The
primordial structure of the ego—if it has any and the m atter cannot
be investigated either by psycho-analysis or by animal biology—
could itself determine the quantitative dispositions o f the nucleo
plasm which we call genes and chromosomes. Mystical doctrines,
from the Divine Spark of Meister Eckhardt to the elan vital of
Bergson and the idea-patterns of Tyrrell (taken seriously by a
thinker like Professor H. H. Price), have pointed to a dark region of
the personality beyond space and time and capable of determining
what we call—without the slightest idea of what we are talking about
—the material structure of the organism. Owing to the probability
that this dark region is the home of “ our cherished free will” , whose
“ scope ” Mr. Fisher believes to be narrowed by genetics, no
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intellect on earth (even Professor Darlington’s) can foretell what it
will do by inspecting w hat it has done. Hence the futility of attempt
ing to deduce the criminality of a child’s conduct from the organisa
tion of his chromosomes, or the beauty of Beethoven’s Ninth
Symphony (should he not be reckoned, incidentally, among the
“ unfit ” ?) from the character of his foetus.
Mr. Fisher, dazzled by the chain of causality extending through
incalculable numbers of zygotes and gametes spread out in time, does
not grasp that there can be a personalism affirming a principle in
the fundus animae which spans and generates all time and history.
W hat he means by “ the perfectability of mankind through
environment alone ” is not quite clear. There is probably a role for
eugenics in the world of to-morrow. Be that as it may, the role of
experimentation with environment has not finished. It has barely
begun : the work of A. S. Neill in education has still to be applied
nationally ; Reich’s sexological investigations have to receive
appropriate publicity, and their implications are to be worked out
(the same is true of Malinowski). We have to understand how
populations can read of child murder and torment, and fail to stir
a finger in demanding changes in the law that protects the so-called
“ freedom o f the fam ily” ; to comprehend and make impossible
the expulsion of 14,000,000 people by bureaucracies whose propa
ganda machines bray the shibboleths of liberty and universal love.
When these things have been done, we may be in a position to define
the limits of “ the perfectability o f mankind through environment.”
'
Yours, etc.,
45 Eaton R oad,
O. C. D r b w it t .
Sutton,
Surrey.

RERU M NOVARUM
AND THE SYNDICALIST STATE
To the Editor o f The European.
Sir,
M r. A nthony James is obviously a very doleful personality, as his
review o f social and economic conditions makes painful reading. The
world, according to M r. James, is peopled by a great mass of seeth
ing, underpaid workers ground down in poverty, gazing avidly and
furiously a t the fat, fortunate few who, through tax evasion, grow
rich at the expense o f the vast toiling majority. This picture is very
reminiscent of Comm unist propaganda of the ’twenties, but is not
a true reflection o f the present-day scene.
I agree that no m atter how prosperous a country may appear to
be, there will always be found a minority who, through faults of
character, unfortunate circumstances, lack o f vitality, etc., may be
living near the poverty line. We all agree, too, that thousands of
bad houses, built during capitalism’s more vicious days still exist
in every country, and are a disgrace to modern civilisation. But
these dwellings are gradually, all too gradually, being replaced by
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modern houses and flats. I am sure, too, that this process o f replace
ment could be speeded up if a policy I have heard Oswald Mosley
enunciate on several occasions could be adopted.
Mr. James kindly “ injects a few statistics ” o f conditions in
America. Unfortunately, he is so immersed in his figures that it is
impossible to see the facts for the statistics. M ost of his statistics
are quoted entirely without indication of their origin. It is impossible
to accept them without knowledge o f his authority. He, also, in
dulges in that trick of the propagandist by quoting averages. In the
case of the United States, with its vast area and population of 150m
this can be, to put it kindly, very misleading. To take the case of the
average urban family whose income he states is an average of
$3,500 a year, or, in our currency, £1,250. He will include in this
figure the income o f vast numbers o f negroes, whose earnings are
considerably below those of the white workers. He tells us nothing
of the bricklayers in New York who earn 23s. 6d. an hour, or some
£47 a week of 40 hours; of carpenters at 20s. 9d. an hour, automobile
workers at £1 an hour, steel workers and others who earn similar
or higher rates, but prefers to use distorting averages, which be
cloud instead o f illuminate the scene. He does the same with
“ farm families ”, who, he says, earn less than $800 a year. Again,
he apparently couples the white fanner with the black cotton workers
in the Deep South in reaching his average, and again w ithout quoting
the authority for his figures.
Possibly, the following extract from an article by M r. Victor
Feather, the Trade Union Congress Chief, in the Star on
December 20th, will put the American position more into focus :—
“ I would say, making allowance for my own national pride,
the standard of living in the United States, for everybody, is at
least fifty per cent higher than in Britain.”
And the standard of living in this country, speaking generally, is one
of which we need not be ashamed, although, under a different
regime, it can and will be higher.
However, to come back to the origin of this correspondence,
which concerned a recent article purporting to prove that as the
present conditions of the workers show no improvement compared
with 1891, when the Papal Encyclical, Rerum Novarum, was publish
ed, the social, political and economic concepts o f this document
could and should be implemented. I contend th at this document is
outdated and outmoded for at least two reasons; that the power of
the Trade Unions has compelled employers to grant the workers a
“ Just Wage ”, and that the workers already have a large “ stake
in the country ” . Mr. Geoffrey Vernon, in his letter in the December
issue tells us that “ The proportion o f workers owning their own
houses is still minute ” . In actual fact, the official figure of owneroccupied houses in this country is three and three-quarter million,
or nearly forty per cent of all house property, and this figure is still
growing. One can hardly term this minute !
Yours, etc.,
G er a l d S a u n d e r s .

London, S.W.l.
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